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The Siegfried H. Horn Archaeological Museum is delighted that Volume III 
of the Andrews University Cuneiform Texts is available. This volume brings us closer 
to the goal of having all of the texts in the Andrews University collection available 
to the scholarly community. We thank Marcel Sigrist and Carney Gavin, who fin­
ished their work with dispatch some time ago.
In 1985 a restructuring of the archaeological projects at Andrews began when 
Lawrence T. Geraty, the former director of the Institute of Archaeology and the 
curator of the Horn Museum, became the president of Atlantic Union College, 
South Lancaster, Massachusetts. The absence of Dr. Geraty has been keenly felt by 
all of the projects of the Institute of Archaeology and the Horn Museum. We are 
happy that in his present capacity he is able to continue as the director of the Insti­
tute’s Madaba Plains Project, but we miss him in his other duties.
Mr. James Brower has led the day-to-day development of this series from its 
conception. Although he is no longer an employee Of the Institute, we are happy 
that Professor Randall Younker, the new director of the Institute of Archaeology, 
has arranged for Mr. Brower to continue to help with this series. Mr. Brower’s 
dedication to the publication of the Andrews University cuneiform texts has made 
this volume possible.
We are also grateful to Dr. Robert Firth, the director of the Andrews Univer­
sity Press, who continues to support and publish this series.
This volume contains the 508 cuneiform tablets in the Horn Museum collec­
tion which have seal impressions. To have a complete collection of all of the sealed 
tablets, 30 previously published tablets were included in this study. Twenty-eight of 
these were published in Volume I of this series, and two were published in 1966 by 
E. Sollberger.1 Still, in this volume 478 additional tablets are being published for 
the first time. To date the total number of published Horn Museum tablets is 1453. 
This figure represents nearly one-half of the entire collection.2 Before the end of 
1988 we hope to publish at least one additional volume.
This particular volume will be of interest to students of the Third Dynasty of 
Ur, but more specifically those interested in the unique details that can be ascer­
tained from Ur III seals. It will also be an important research tool for those inter­
ested in the entire corpus of the Drehem texts, since the Horn Museum tablets rep­
resent about ten percent of that group.
1Lawrence T. Geraty, in his Foreword to Marcel Sigrist, Neo-Sumerian Account Texts in the 
Horn Archaeological Museum, Andrews University Press (1984).
For a complete list of tablets published prior to Volume I in this series, see Ibid) for the one 
tablet published since 1984, see Marcel Sigrist, “On the Bite of a Dog,” Essays in Honor o f Marvin H. 
Pope, eds. John H. Marks and Robert M. Good, Four Quarters Publishing Company (1987).
v
vi FOREWORD
In 1982, the Horn Museum was moved to a new location across the street 
from the Seventh-day Adventist Theological Seminary on the campus of Andrews 
University. Since then the display areas have been in the process of development. 
It is the present plan to officially open the exhibit area to the public in the fall of 
1988. At that time, we will open an exhibit area primarily designed for exhibiting 
and relating the history and importance of the Andrews University cuneiform texts. 
Through the volumes of this series and the museum exhibit, we hope to help both 
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INTRODUCTION
While preparing copies of the cuneiform tablets in the collection of the 
Siegfried H. Horn Archaeological Museum at Andrews University, it appeared to 
me that justice had not been done to the seals of the tablets. With a view to 
producing a volume containing a quality reproduction of the seals, Dr. Lawrence T. 
Geraty, Director of the Institute of Archaeology and Curator of the Horn Ar­
chaeological Museum, appealed to Dr. Carney Gavin of the Harvard Semitic 
Museum, and to his assistants, Diana Stein and Constance Menard.
Rather than reproducing the visible traces of the seal for each tablet, it was 
decided to make a composite drawing, where possible, from all tablets which were 
sealed with the same seal. By doing this, many of the seals could be identified with 
precision, which otherwise could not have been identified or reproduced at all be­
cause only some vague traces of the seal remained visible. This is true especially of 
the seal of Urmes.
In presenting the drawings of the tablets and their seals, this volume groups 
the tablets having the same seal under or beside the seal. It is of special interest to 
analyze the tablets of Drehem from this new viewpoint, as the habit of sealing the 
tablets did not begin in Drehem until after King Amar-Sin. This viewpoint is also 
useful for tracing certain families, like that of Lana, the kurusda, the fattener.
The seals are reproduced on a scale of 2:1 in relation to the original, in order 
to obtain greater detail. The tablets, on the other hand, are copied full scale. Thus 
a personage may have two seals bearing the same inscription but with different 
dimensions.
Dugga, on his seal, seems to be adorned with an “Indian feather.” A chip on 
the seal seems to have caused this effect (see photo, Plate CXV).
The names of those who reproduced the seals are given in a table which sum­
marizes the seals. The captions were written by the author, who bears the respon­
sibility for the interpretation.
Some of the tablets presented in this volume have already appeared in 
AUCTI. They are repeated here because of their seals, which were not mentioned 
in the preceding volume.
I must give thanks to all who aided me in the preparation of this volume. 
First, to Dr. Carney Gavin and to Diana Stein and Constance Menard for the 
painstaking work in the copying of the seals. Also, to Dr. Lawrence Geraty for all 
the facilities which were placed at my disposal in the Horn Museum; Dr. Eugenia 
Nitowski, Assistant Curator for the Horn Museum, for her solicitous help; and 
James Brower for his work in typesetting the text and seeing the volume through to 
its completion.
Warm thanks are also due to Prof. Piotr Steinkeller for having attentively 
reread the final manuscript, and to Ms. Edith Porada and Prof. Hartmut Waetzoldt 
for their precious comments on the drawings and legends of the seals. It is under-
1
stood that I carry the sole responsibility for all the errors or omissions which still 
are to be found in the book.
Finally, I should like to address my gratitude to M. Philippe Guillemin, chief 
of the Division of “Research on the Great Civilizations” in the French ministry of 
Foreign Relations, who financed my trips to the United States, and to Father Cletus 
Rose of the St. Joseph parish, who provided lodging during my stay over several 
summers.















1. s. La-na kurusda, seal 300.
2. 75:29; 300:6; 499:10.
A-a-kal-la, gir, 362:6; 439:6.
A-a-ni-su, 499:8.
A-ba-[ ], f. Mi-ra-[ ], seal 449. 
A-ba-dEn-lfl-gim,
1. gir, 487:15.
2. 15:2; 55:2; 56:2; 66:4; 71:53; 
410:20; 465:43.
A-ba-dSdra, 476:4.
Ab-ba-[ ], f. E-sur-i-li, seal 491.
Ab-ba-[ ], seal 336.
Ab-ba-Da-da, f. dAdad-da-mi-iq, 75:19. 
Ab-ba-gi-na,
1. dub-sar, s. Lugal-pad-da, seal 299; 
seal 311.




1. dub-sar, s. Lu-dNin-gir-su, seal 
290.
2. kisib, 290:5; 292:3.
3. 29:4; 32:2; 291:4.
Ab-ba-sig5, 347:2.
Ab-ba-Sa6-ga,
1. dub-sar, s. Na-sa6-ga, seal 310.
2. 1:6; 227:2; 230:4; 231:2; 234:2; 
237:2; 252:3; 254:8; 258:2; 269:3; 
281:3; 297:3; 298:4; 307:3; 308:2; 
310:3; 318:3; 336:2; seal 336; 
341:2; 363:2; 364:2; seal 381;
382:5, 7; 383:5; 384:11; 396:2; 







1. lu Ma-riki, 294:25.
2. nu-banda, d. [ ], seal 308.
3. 259:22; 308:3.
A-bu-um-ilum-ma, 305:3; seal 305. 
dAdad-da-mi-iq, kiSib, s. Ab-ba-Da-da, 
75:19.
A-da-ga,
1. s. $&-da, seal 301.
2. kiSib, 301:4.
A-da-gal-sum, 379:4; seal 379. 
Ad-da-kal-la,
1. dub-sar, s. Ni-erim-ga-sug-ga, seal 
294.





1. s. [ ], seal 302.
2. 302:3.
Ad-da-mu,










A-ha-am-wa-qar, dub-sar, seal 306. 
A-hu-DU10 (tab),
1  kiSib, 41:7.
2. 303:3.
A-hu-ni,
1. dumu-lugal, 213:2; 454:3.
2. gir, 7:1; 95:16.
3. nu-banda, 463:3.
4. sagi, maskim, 92:3; 508:12.
5. 335:4.
A-ha-ni-su,
1  kiSib, 227:4; 230:7.
2. nu-banda, 195:9.
3. sipa lugal, seal 225; 227.
4. 225:4; 226:4; 228:4; 229:4. 
A-hu-wa-qar, gir, Sdr-ra-ab-du, 204:8. 
A-hu-We-er, 141:2; 145:2; 365:4; 417:7. 
A-ka-[ ], f. Ur-lugal, seal 385.
A-kal-la,
1. f. Ur-^gigir, seal 265.
2. f. Lu-s&-i-zu, seal 369.
3. 287:2; 333:2.
A-kal-la-mu, 31:4.
A-la-la, seal 445; 445:3.
Al-lu, 412:5. 
dAmar-dEN.ZU (king),
1. seal 82; 121:3; seal 200; seal 268; 
seal 269; seal 318; seal 349; seal 
382; seal 404; seal 483; seal 484; 
seal 490.
2. mu-tum A. S., 121:3.
3. qar-du A. S., 459:5.
A-mu-a, nu-banda, 198:38.
A-na-ti, sukkal, kiSib, 75:7.
An-da-ki, 19:2.
An-hi-ir,








1. Sita^-eS, s. Lugal-[ ], seal 499b.
2. 499:1.
An-ne-ba-ab-du7
1. dub-sar, s. Inim-§a6, seal 312.
2. 312:7.
An-ne-mu-um,






1. s. Ur-zikum-[ma], seal 329.
2. maSkim, 84:5; 88:8; 95:20; 294:27; 
391:4; 399:3; 441:7; 459:6; 487:11; 
490:8.
3.71:43; 210:21; 216:3; 279:4, 6; 
329:4.
Arad-dNanna,
1. dub-sar, s. Da-a-[gi4], seal 326.
2. dub-sar, 326:3.
Arad-dNin-a-zu, s. [ ], seal 316. 
Arad-dUtu, 412:11.
Arad-zu-ni, 481:6.




A-ti-[ ], f. Nu-ur-i-M, seal 386.
A-tu,
1. f. Lu-dEn-M-la, seal 347.
2. s. Nin-a-zu, 356:2.
3. f. Ur-dDumu-zi-da, seal 356.
4. dub-sar, seal 304.
5. sagi, maSkim, 93:3; 99:5; 294:17; 
399:21; 452:6; 465:28; 480:36.




A-zi-da, f. Ur-6Ma-mi, seal 501: 
Ba-al-sum, 54:3.
Ba-a-mu, ki§ib, sagi, 497:1.
Ba-an-zi-ge, s. Lu-[ ], seal 467.
Ba-ba-a, 259:29.






Ba-mu, f. Lu-3a6-ga, seal 370.
Ba-Sag, 501:3.
Ba-3ag-ga,
1. f. Da-da, 75:8.
2. 284:3.
Ba-Sa6-Sa6, 475:1.
Ba-za kuruSda Ba-ba-ti, 3:2.
Ba-za-za, gir, sukkal, 480:38.
Ba-zi-ge, 467:4 (Ba-an-zi-ge on the 
seal).
Be-U-[ ],
1. f. Gur-da-a, seal 344.
2. 259:35.
Be-U-a-[ri-ik\, ensi, seal 406.
Be-U-a-m, kisib, 1:5.
Be-U-ba-ni, 38:3.
Be-li-i-U, 91:10; 111:7; 162:3; 454:6. 




Da-a-a-ti, dub-sar, s. [ ], seal 484. 
Da-a-ga, f. Ur-dIgi-zi-bar-ra, seal 493. 
Da-a-[gi4], f. Arad-dNanna, seal 326. 
Da-da,
1. dumu-lugal, ugula, r484:8\
2. s. Ba-Sag-ga, ki§ib, 75:8.
3. 6nsi, 187:8; 190:8; 198:47; 210:15; 
216:1.
4. gala, 199:1; 484:41.
5. gir, 53:3.






1. arad kuruSda, seal 315.
2. 315:4.
Da-da-mu,









2. ugula, 198:22; 198:28.
3. 103:14; 127:7; 129:3; 139:5; 157:4; 
158:5; 198:48.
Dah-Sa-tal, 89:8; 112:5; 152:4.
Da-lu, s. Lu-du10-ga, seal 313.
Da-lu5, 313:6. 
dDam-gal-nun-na-an-dul,






D6-ri-i§-a-tal, see NE-ri-iS-a-tal, 188:7. 
Dd-i§-a-tal, see NE-is-a-tal, 190:5. 
Di-ku5-p'-/(|, 484:22.
Dingir-an-dul,
1. arad Lu-du10-ga, seal 372.
2. 372:6.
DINGIR-ha-ra", kisib, lu As-nunki, 29:2. 
Dingir-kal, see Hum-dan.
DlNGlR-fa'-m, 259:31.
Dingir-ku-ge, f. Lil-[la], seal 456. 
DINGIR-Zi'-Ni, 195:1; 198:50. 
Dingir-sukkal, 259:28.
Du-du,






3. 134:2; 136:2; 176:2; 188:6.
Dun-ga,
1. dub-sar, s. Lu-dNin-gir-su, seal 35.
2. f. Ur-dNin-tu, seal 350.
3. gir, dub-sar, 413:41.
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4. gir, Sd-tam, 71:56; 204:9.
5. kiSib, 63:3; 66:5; 67:9; 70:4; 72:5; 
78:6; 79:8; 80:6.
6. 34:3; 36:3; 38:4; 40:3; 43:3; 44:3;
48:12; 50:3; 51:3; 54:6; 60:3; 64:4; 
65:3; 68:5; 73:5; 74:5; 81:2; 84:10; 
87:11; 93:8; 106:3; 107:4; 108:6;
110:4; 111:8; 112:6; 113:6; 114:6;
115:4; 117:3; 118:5; 120:4; 121:6;
122:3; 126:3; 127:8; 129:4; 130:6;
135:5; 138:4; 139:6; 141:3; 142:3;
143:5; 145:3; 146:5; 147:6; 148:6;
149:4; 150:5; 151:5; 152:5; 153:3;
154:3; 155:4; 156:3; 157:5; 158:6;
159:4; 160:6; 161:10; 162:4; 163:7;
166:4; 167:6; 168:3; 170:3; 171:11; 
172:5; 173:6; 174:6; 177:6; 178:4;
179:6; 180:3; 181:5; 182:3; 184:8;
186:7; 227:3; 228:3; 261:2; 274:2;
275:2; 290:4; 291:3; 292:2; 339:2;
349:8; 387:3; 441:9; 478:10;
484:30; 490:11; 496:3.
Duu-ga-ni,
1. s. Gir-ni-[ ], seal 320.
2. f. Ur-dNin-tu, seal 287.
3. 320:3; 480:30.
Du-su-mu-um,






fi-a-ma-ba, f. dEN.ZU-ma-[ba?], seal 416. 
jt-a-ni-sa,





E-ni-is-a-gu-um, gir, 47:2. 
fe.Nl.Nl, gir, 72:3.
dEn-lil-ba-ni, muhaldim, s. I-ti-a, seal 
323.
dEn-lfl-ld,
1. s. t-kal-la sipa gu4 niga, seal 231.
2. f. Lugal-me-ldm, seal 236.
3. f. Ur-Sag-ga, sipa gu4, seal 275.
4. 86:4; 231:3; 232:4; 233:3; 268:5; 
283:2; 288:2; 289:2; 311:4; 483:28.
dEn-lfl-ld-i-Sa6, f. dI3kur-[ ], seal 357. 
dEn-lfl-zi-mu, sagi, gir, 81:3. 
dEn-lfl-zi-Sd-gdl,
1. sagi, maSkim, 103:9.
2. maSkim, 483:31.
3. 95:23; 101:12; 186:5; 328:10. 
En-nim-ma-da-<ad>, 481:2.
E-nun-[ni?], sukkal, 309:11. 
dEN.zu-[ ], sagi, dub-sar, seal 473. 
dEN.ZU-a-bu-su,
1. sagi, maSkim, 99:10.
2. sagi, 489:49. 
dEN.zu-a/- rsu? \  416:18. 
dEN.ZU-fca-w,
1. s. I-ti-a, muhaldim, seal 323.
2. kiSib, kuruSda, 75:3.
3. kisib, 39:1.
dEN.zu-i/-5w, 499:2, seal 499C. 
dEN.ZU.KASKAL, lu-dNanna, f. Du-su- 
mu-um, seal 314 (dSin-ellat?). 
dEN.[ZU-/a-]ma-/za-ar, 465:32. 
dEN.ZU-ma-[ba], s. fe-a-ma-ba, sagi, seal 
416.
En-um-i-U, 36:2.
E-sur-i-li, s. Ab-ba-[ ], seal 491; 491:4. 
Esftar-al-su, 214:1; 216:2.
Gal-zu, 360:4.
Ga-ni, f. L u-^-ga, 75:11. 




Gir-n6-[ ], f. Dun -ga-ni, seal 320. 
Gir-ne-i-Sa* 329:8.
Gir-d§dra-i-dab5, 476:5; seal 476. 
Gu-de-a, 6nsi, 496:4.
Gu-du-du,





1. gir, Sdr-ra-ab-du, 344:12.
2. dub-[sar], s. Be-li- [ ], seal 344. 
Gu-u-du-du, s. Ur-mes, seal 398. 
rGu1-u-za-ni, 407:4.
Gu-za-ni,
1. f. He-na-du-du, 75:6.
2. s. Lu-dSdra, seal 457.
3. f. Ur-dSul-pa-&, 389:5.
4. kuruSda, f. Lu-d[ ], seal 402.
5. kuruSda, seal 389 
Ha-an-za-ab-tum, 210:18; 483:1. 
Ha-ba-an-[ ], dub-sar lugal, seal 488. 
Ha-ba-luk-ke4, seal 319; 319:3.
Ha-la, sagi lugal, 71:32.
Ha-li-lf, munus, 195:7.
Ha-£i-ba-tal, f. Puzur4-d§u\-gi, 484:2. 




1. dub-sar, s. $u-dAdad,seal 324.
2. Sdr-ra-ab-du, gir, 324:18. 
Hu-ma-za, nin-dingir-dNin-gilin, 189:14. 
Hu-nu-ha-ra, 259:13.
Hu-nu-nu-ur, gir, 292:1. 
Hu-un-nu-du-uk,
1. qar-du, seal 318.
2. sukkal, 318:4.
Hu-un-d$ul-gi,
1. Saggina Ununaki, seal 325.
2. 198:33; 211:5.
Iil-a-ti-um, Mar-tu, 210:7.
dI-bi-dEN.ZU, seal 323; 344; 487; 489:25. 
I-bi-zu, gir, 230:3.
Ib-ni-dAdad,
1. dub-sar, seal 438.
2. gir, Sar-ra-ab-du, 438:13.
3. kiSib, 75:2.
76-m-DINGIR,




I-din-ir-ra, ki§ib, 291:2. 
i-du10-ga, 259:30.
Igi-dEn-lfl-§e,
1. muhaldim lugal, d. [ ], seal 327.
2. 40:2; 43:2; 327:4; 484:27.
Igi-mu, 259:34.
Ig-mu-lum, kiSib, 46:2. 
i-kal-la,
1. f. dEn-lfl-l£, seal 231
2. f. Ur-dNin-giS-zi-da, seal 452.






1. f. Lugal-ezem, seal 447.
2. f. Nam-ha-ni, seal 333. 
i-li-be-U,
1. f. Ib-ni-dingir , seal 439.
2. sukkal, gir, 294:26. 
i-li-Jd-ib-ri, 214:5; 259:26 (rf). 
I-li-ki-<ib>-ri, f. $u-Es4-tar, seal 450. 
/-/i-si-ga-am, 259:27. 
il-su-dan, sipa, 470:2. 
Ilum-a-bi-es-a-ru-um, s. A-P[i? . . . ] ,  arad
dA-[a], seal 360. 
Ilum-a-bi-is-a-ru-um, 360:3.
Rum-dan, sukkal, maSkim, 295:5; 349:6. 




1. dub-sar, s. [ ], seal 330.
2. 259:14; 321:2; 330:3.
Inim-d[ ], f. Lugal-e-mah-e, seal 240. 
Inim-ku, 245:6; 246:6.
Inim-ma-an-ni-zi,
1. s. Ku-li, seal 331.
2. 331:3; seal 332; 332:3. 
Inim-dNanna, dumu-lugal, seal 363;
363:3.
Inim-Sa6, f. An-ne-ba-ab-du7, seal 312. 
Inim-d§dra, f. Nimgir-an-n6, seal 464. 
In-ta-e-a, 2:2; 11:5; 12:4; 16:2; 17:2;
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30:3; 35:3; 37:2; 48:11; 49:10; 53:8; 
58:4; 62:2; 68:4; 69:5; 77:8; 82:4; 
94:6; 97:4; 107:3; 113:5; 114:5; 
115:3; 120:3; 121:5; 122:2; 130:5; 
135:4; 138:3; 143:4; 146:4; 147:5; 
149:3; 150:3; 151:4; 155:3; 159:3; 
160:5; 163:6; 165:2; 166:3; 167:5; 
168:2; 170:2; 171:10; 172:4; 173:5; 
174:5; 179:5; 181:4; 183:2; 184:7; 
187:13; 188:14; 189:17; 190:13; 
194:12; 195:11; 198:54; 199:9; 
200:10; 201:6; 202:14; 203:8;
205:12; 206:7; 208:6; 210:23;
211:8; 213:6; 214:8; 215:7; 216:6; 
229:3; 244:3; 266:5; 277:7; 278:2; 
354:2; 359:5; 371:2; 415:2; 428:4; 
440:2; 454:5.
In-zu-zu, seal 321; 321:3 
I-ri-bu-um, lu Wa-ta-ru-um, 462:3.
I-ri-ib, 259:16.
I-ri-ib-[um], s. SI.A.a-[tum], Watartum, 
seal 462. 
ir-ra-[ ], 259:6.
Ir-ra-h, sukkal, gir, 294:12. 
ir-ra-ba-ni,
1. f. Ur-dNin-isinx (IN)S1, seal 362.
2. 340:2; 429:2; 504:3.
ir-ra-kal-la, 375:3.
ir-ra-sum, 449:3.
I-sar-be-U, f. $u-tr-ra, seal 508.
I-sar-li-bi, lu Da-al-tum16, 198:20.
dIskur-[ ], s. dEn-lfl-M-i-Sa6, seal 357.
Zs-me-DINGIR, gir, 74:2.
I-swn-[ma]-la-ak, 198:42.
I-ti-a, f. dEN.ZU-ba-ni, seal 323.
\
I-ti-Ir-ra,
1. f. Nu-ur-dEN.ZU, seal 203; 344.
2. seal 71?; seal 210.
7-ftir-DlNGlR, ensi Babili^, seal 366. 
Iz-bu-um, f. Su-a-gi, seal 498.
I-zu-sa-bar,
1. dub-sar, gir, 328:11.
2. dub-sar, s. [ ], seal 328.





2. 25:3; 44:2; 51:2; 73:4.
Kal-la, f. Lu-dNanna, 189:3.
Kal-lu-mu, f. Li-bur-d$ul-gi, seal 459. 
KaS4,
1. dub-sar, s. Na-Sag kuruSda, seal 
297; 297:5.
2. 298:5; 506:7.
Kas-pu-sa, sagi ma$kim, 99:13; 508:5. 
Ka-tar,
1. f. Ur-d§u-mah, seal 337.
2. 433:2.
Ki-a-zi, f. Se3-kal-la, seal 262; 293. 

















Ku-d§dra, ensi I-sim-d§ul-giki, 253:1; 
254:2.
Ku-un-si-ma-tum, e-gi4-a Ar-ba-tal lu §i- 
ma-numki, 294:11.
La-la-MU, 450:9; 451:9.
La-lu5, f. Lu-dingir-ra, seal 251; 251:6. 
La-na, kuru§da,
1. f. A-al-la-mu, seal 300.
2. f. Ur-mes, seal 104.
La-ni-a, f. Ur-dIskur, seal 278; 277. 
La-ni-mu,
1. f. Lu-dNanna, seal 358.
2. 286:13; 425:4; 427:6.
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La-qi-ib, 325:3; 428:7.
Li-bur-d$ul-gi, dub-sar, s. Kal-lu-mu, 
seal 459.
Lil-[la], s. Dingir-ku-ge, seal 456.
Lu-d[ ], dub-sar, s. Gu-za-ni, seal 457. 





Lu-dBa-u, s. Lugal-AB, seal 431. 
Lu-dDa-mu,
1. kiSib, kuruSda, 75:5.
2. 278:3.
Lu-dNin-gfr-su, dub-sar, s. Lu-gu-la, seal 
325.
Lu-dingir-ra,
1. dub-sar, s. [ ], seal 250.
2. s. La-lu5, seal 251; 251:6.
3. dub-sar, s. Ur-sa6-ga, seal 253.
4. gu-za-la, 140:2.
5. i-du8, kisib, 75:9.




1. dub-sar s. Ur-ni9-gar, seal 460.
2. sanga dNin-gfr-su, f. Ur-e-ninnu, 
seal 267.
3. s. Us-mu, '“dzlag, seal 355.
4. f. Da-lu, seal 313.
5. 248:4; 249:4; 262:4; seal 267; 
317:4; 346:2; 355:7; seal 372; 
394:3; 397:3; 398:3; 400:3; 401:2; 
404:4; 405:3; 407:3; 444:3; 456:3; 
502:3; 503:3.
Lu-du10-ga-ni, seal 476.
Lu-dEn-lfl-l£, s. A-tu, seal 347.
Lugal-[ ],
1. f. Ur-ab-[ ], seal 403.
2. f. Ur-dNin-urta, seal 283.
3. f. Ur-dSara, seal 477.
4. gir, 390:4.
5. 286:9.
Lugal-AB, f. Lu-dBa-u, seal 431.
Lugal-amar-ku,
1. dub-sar, s. Na-§a6 kuruSda, seal 
415.
2. kiSib, 75:13.
3. muhaldim lugal, 415:3.
4. 50:2; 90:4; 409:2; 483:36. 
Lugal-an-ne, dam-gar, 203:4. 
Lugal-&-zi-da,
1. dub-sar, s. KA-[ ], seal 395.
2. f. Lugal-he-g&l, seal 455.
3. dub-sar, seal 426.
4. ki§ib, 426:4.
5. Sabra, 190:7; 198:46; 200:2.
6. 395:3; 467:7.
Lugal-ba-[ ], f. Nl-da, seal 446. 
Lugal-ba-ta-ab-e, seal 469; 469:3. 
Lugal-da-ga, bahar, seal 346; 346:3. 
Lugal-dalla, dub-sar, seal 366. 
Lugal-e-ba-an-£a6,
1. dub-sar, s. Ur-d[Ktaran], seal 284.
2. dub-sar, s. Ur-dIstaran, seal 241.
3. ki§ib, 242:6; 284:4.
4. 241:3; 255:4.
Lugal-e-mah-e,
1. dub-sar, s. Inim-d[ ], seal 240.
2. dub-sar, s. Lugal-ku-ga-ni, seal 
238.
3. kigib, 238:4; 239:5.
Lugal-ezem,
1. s. i-U-[ ], seal 447.
2. dub-sar, seal 367.
3. gir, 137:5.
4. kiSib, 75:21.
5. nu-banda, lu Da-al-tumki, 198:18.
6. 76:1; 286:7; 367:3; 447:4. 
Lugal-gar-lagar-e, kiSib, 423:5. 
Lugal-^gigir,
1. f. Lu-dUtu, seal 397.
2. r390:5\




1. dub-sar, s. Lugal-a-zi-da, seal 455.
2. dub-sar, s. Ur-nig-fgar], seal 434.
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3. s. Ur-[ ], seal 421.
4. kiSib, 421:11; 434:6.
5. 421:2; 455:3; 509:2.
Lugal-hi-li, 421:4.
Lugal-igi-huS,
1. dub-sar, seal 420.
2. kiSib, 420:4.
Lugal-inim-[ ], f. Ur-me-me, seal 391. 
Lugal-dIstaran,
1. dub-sar, seal 392.
2. 285:6; 392:6.
Lugal-itu-da, f. Ur-£S-lfl-M, seal 342. 
Lugal-sun -ga-li, 384:3.
Lugal-ku-ga-ni,
1. f. Lugal-e-mah-e, seal 238.
2. ki§ib, 479:10.~
Lugal-ku-zu,
1. s. Za-an-za-ni, kigib, 338:3.
2. s. Za-an-za-ni, dub-sar, seal 338.




Lugal-me-du10-ga, 296:3; 329:7; 442:4;
447:3; 467:3.
Lugal-me-lam,
1. dub-sar, s. dEn-lfl-l& sipa gu4 niga, 
seal 236.
2. dub-sar, s. Nam-ha-ni, gala mah 
Uri*, seal 237.
3. dub-sar, s. [ ], seal 235.
4. kiSib, 41:4.
5. 131:2; 237:3.
Lugal-mu-ma-dg, ugula, 448:3. 
Lugal-nisag-e, ugula, 238:3.
Lugal-ni-da, f. Lugal-sa6-ga, seal 494. 
Lugal-pjid-da, f. Ab-ba-gi-na, seal 299,
seal 311.
Lugal-si-NE-e,




Lugal-sa6-[ga], f. Lugal-si-NE-e, seal 423. 




1. f. Ur-dEn-lfl-te, seal 480.
2. 286:2; 443:3.
Lugal-uru-da, f. Ur-dBa-u, seal 271. 
Lugal-za-&,
1. s. [ ], seal 348.
2. kiSib, 348:3.
Lu-gi-na,
1. dub-sar, s. Ur-dEn-[ ], seal 244.
2. kiSib, 243:6.
3. 240:3; seal 243; 244:4; 250:5. 
Lu-giri-zal,
1. Sabra, f. Lu-3a6-ga, seal 371.
2. 412:9; 421:7.
Lu-Gfr-su^, 218:3 (perhaps lu Gfr-suki). 
Lu-gu-la, §abra, f. Lu-dNin-gfr-su, seal 
325.
Lu-dGiS-bar-&, f. Ur-dBa-u, seal 272;
272:4.
Lu-he-gal,







1. dub-sar, s. Arad-[ ], seal 258.
2. dub-sar, s. Ur-ni9-gar ku§7, seal 
255; 257.
3. kiSib, 257:3; 474:7.
4. 191:5; 192:6; 209:5; 212:5; 258:3; 
267:4; seal 334; 334:4; 361:5.
Lu-ku-ga-ni, kisib, 41:3.
Lu-dLamma, md-gm, 318:5. 
Lu-me-du10-ga, 357:3.
Lu-dNammu, dub-sar, s. Ur-dI§taran, 
seal 322.
Lu-dNanna,
1. dub-sar, s. La-ni-mu, seal 358.
2. dub-sar, s. dNin-gfr-su-giri-zal, seal 
507.
3. s. Kal-la, 189:3.
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4. s. Ur-dBil-ga-mes, S£-tam, seal 
489.









1. f. Ab-ba-kal-la, seal 290.
2. kuruSda, f. Ur-ku-nun-na, seal 1.
3. sipa na-kab-tum, f. Dun-ga, seal 
35.
4. s. Lu-gu-la, seal 325.
5. 144:4; 325:5.
Lu-dNin-tin-[ug5-ga], seal 453. 
Lu-dNin-£ubur,
1. s. Ur-lugal, seal 352.





1. dub-sar, s. Ba-mu, seal 370.
2. dub-sar, s. Lu-giri-zal, Sabra, seal 
371.
3. kiSib, s. Ga-iii, 75:11.
4. 370:3; 371:3; 484:39.
Lu-Sag-ga-mu,




1. dub-sar, s. A-kal-la, seal 369.
2. ki§ib, 369:5.
Lu-sa-lim,
1. dub-sar, rgir\ 361:7.
2. dub-sar, s. [ ], seal 361.
3. lu kin-gi4-a, 412:10.
4. lu kin-gi4-a lugal, 484:21.
5. maSkim, 413:29.
Lu-[dS&ra], dub-sar, s. Gu-za-ni kuru§da, 
seal 402.
Lu-d§£ra,
1. dub-sar, s. Gu-za-ni, seal 457.
2. s. Ur-^gigir, seal 248.
3. s. Ur-^gigir nu-banda, seal 245.
4. s. nu-Mnda, 248:5; 249:5.
5. dub-sar, seal 247.
6. ki§ib, 247:4.
7. 241:2; 245:3, 4; 246:3, 4, 320:2; 
325:4; 334:3.
Lu-dSul-gi,
1. dub-sar, s. Ur-§a6-ga, seal 424.
2. kiSib, 240:4; 424:4.
Lu-ti-ti, 413:19.
Lu-uru-mu,
1. s. Ma^-tur, uku-uS lugal, seal 428.
2. s. Pe3-tur-ri-da, 428:5.
Lu-u§-[ ], 223:4.
Lu-u^-gi-na, gir, 230:2; 235:2.
Lu-dUtu,
1. s. Lugal-^gigir, seal 397.
2. ugula, s. Ur-dAb-u, seal 394.
3. f. Ur-dEn-lfl-ld, seal 383.
4. b. ensi Adab1", 31:2.
5. 26:3; 300:5; 394:4; 397:4.
Ma-&, 373:4.
Ma-da-da, 259:8.
Ma-ra-[?], 449:4 (see Mi-ra).
Mas>-tur,




1. s. 5w-d[ ], seal 340.
2. 54:5; 340:3; 504:4.
3. f. Puzur4-na-[ ], seal 406.
Ma-ti-i-U, 54:2.
Ma-zi-in-da, 259:10.





Mi-ra-[ ], s. A-ba-[ ], seal 449. 
Mu-ud-du-gu-Sa, 259:20.
Na-[ ], sipa, 470:1.
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Na-ba?-gi, 300:2.
Na-ah-su, f. Ur-dNin-sun, seal 411. 
Na-lu5, 88:10; 108:5; 110:3; 142:2; 
148:5; 154:2; 156:2; 175:2; 177:5; 
178:3; 180:2; 182:2; 365:3; 380:9; 
399:22; 402:4; 416:20; 430:4;
480:4; 484:36.
Nam-ha-ni,
1. s. Lugal-^tukul, seal 444.
2. gala mah, f. Lugal-me-Mm, seal 
237.
3. dub-sar, s. t-U-[ ], seal 333.
4. f. tJ-ma-ni, seal 217.
5. nar, 444:4.
6. Sabra gi£-kin-ti, 271:5.










dNanna-i-zu, f. Ni-u-mm, seal 260. 
dNanna-kam, sukkal maSkim, 100:9; 
480:39.
dNanna-ma-ba,
1. dub-sar, s. U-na-ap-Se-in, seal 187; 
193.
2. dub-sar, gir, 187:14; 188:15;
189:18; 190:14; 191:7; 192:8;
193:11; 194:14; 195:13.
3. gir, &-tam, 196:9; 197:22.
4. 137:6. 
dNanna-palil,






1. kuruSda, f. Kas4, seal 297.
2. kuruSda, f. Ur-tur, seal 288.
3. 353:2; 402:5; 457:6.
4. kuruSda, f. Lugal-amar-ku, seal 
415.
Na-Sag-ga,
1. f. Ab-ba-Sa6-ga, seal 310.
2. seal 505.





1. s. Lugal-ba-[ ], seal 446.
2. 446:6.
Ni-erim-ga-sug-ga, f. Ad-da-kal-la, seal 
294.
Nimgir-an-ne,
1. dub-sar, s. Inim-dSara, seal 464.
2. ki§ib, 464:5.
Ni-mu, 370:2.
Nin-a-zu, f. A-tu, 356:2.
Nin-bf-la, dub-sar, seal 360. 
dNin-gfr-su-[?], sipa udu niga, f. Lu-§a6-
ga-mu, seal 365.
dNin-gfr-su-giri-zal, f. Lu-dNanna, seal 
507.
dNin-lfl-zi-mu, 465:7.
Nin-u-kul-e-ki-6g, f. Ur-gi6-par4, seal 
390.
Nir-i-da-g^il, 190:3; 205:3; 211:3. 






1. dub-sar, s. Nanna-i-zu, seal 260.
2. dub-sar, s. Ur-[ ], seal 259.
3. dub-sar, ki§ib, 260:3.
Nu-hi-ilum, 312:6.
dNu-muS-da-an-dul, h. Za-an-na-za, seal 
373; 373:6.
Nu-ri-a-a, dub-sar, s. I-mi-DINGIR, seal 
339; 339:3.
Nu-ur-dAdad,
1. s. $u-dAdad, ku§7 lugal, seal 351; 
seal 441; seal 478.
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2. dub-sar, gir, 351:7; 441:11; 478:11.
3. sagi, seal 316; 440:3; seal 440.
4. 123:2; 259:21; 316:4; 351:7.
Nu-ur-d EN.ZU,
1. dub-sar, s. I-ti-ir-ra, seal 203; 210; 
344.
2. dub-sar, gir, 199:10; 200:11; 201:7;
202:16; 203:10; 205:14; 206:9; 
208:8; 209:7; 210:24; 211:10;
212:7; 213:7; 214:10; 215:9; 216:8.
3. dub-sar, kiSib, 75:12.
4. dub-sar, 198:56; seal 199.
5. gir, 3a-tam, 324:17; 344:11.
6. gir, 207:6.
7. 5:2; 22:4; 60:2; 351:5.
Nu-ur-i-li,





Nu-ur-d$amas, rd-gaba, maskim, 294:21. 
Nu-ur-dSul-gi, sagi, seal 341; 341:3. 






Pu-ta, nu-banda, f. Sar-ru-um-i-U, seal 
492.
Pus-um-wa-qar,





Puzur4-dEn-Ul, 14:3; 23:2; 33:4; 52:2;
57:2; 59:4; 100:12; 391:7; 487:16. 
Puzur4-Es4-tar,
1. sagi, maskim, 197:15.
2. 22:3; seal 343; 343:4.
Puzur4-Ir-ra, 375:4; seal 375. 
Puzur4-Ma-ma, lu Ki-ma^, 199:6. 
Puzur4-Mi-sar, seal 353; 353:3.
Puzur4-na-[ ], s. Ma-[sum], sagi, seal 406. 
Puzur4dNansie, 406:3.
Pwzwr4-dSumuqan, gir, 306:4. 
Puzur4-d§vl-gi, ugula, s. Ha-si-ba-tal<<ki>>, 
484:2.
.Ri-mi-DlNGiR, rd-gaba, maskim, 508:10. 
Ri-im-i-U, 189:4.
Sag-dNanna-zu, 200:7; 483:2.
Sl.A-a-[ ], f. I-ri-ib-[um], seal 462.
Si-Ni-[ ], gir, 333:6.




$a-at-[ ], seal 345.
S&-da,
1. f. A-da-ga, seal 301.
2. 265:3; 301:3.
Sa^-ga, 471:8; 472:6.




1. dub-sar, s. [ ], seal 496.
2. ki§ib, 496:5.
3. gir, 7:2.




1. nu-b<lnda dumu dab5-ba, s. Pu-ta 
nu-Mnda, seal 492.




1. s. Ur-ni9-[gar], seal 261.
2. s. Ki-a-zi, seal 262; seal 293.
3. s. Tu-ra-am-i-M, seal 263.
4. gu-za-la, seal 388.
5. ki§ib, 39:2; 384:2.
6. ugula, 428:8; 484:17.
7. 198:49; 257:2; 261:3; 262:8; 263:4;
293:4; 309:12; 374:2; 388:3;






1. dub-sar, f. Ma-sum, seal 340.
2. f. $u-ir-ra, seal 387.
3. dub-sar, s. §u-ha-[a], seal 470.
4. 470:4.
Su-dAdad,
1. f. Hu-la-al, seal 324.
2. ku§7 lugal, f. Nu-ur-dAdad, seal 








1. sukkal, maSkim, 324:5; 465:3. 
v 2. ku§7, 161:9.
d5«-dEN.zu, seal 1; seal 193; seal 196?; 
203:5; seal 259; seal 266; seal 278; 
seal 306; seal 324; seal 341; seal 
391; seal 399; seal 410; seal 413; 
seal 414; seal 417; seal 436; seal 
440; seal 454; seal 473; seal 465; 
seal 482; seal 489; seal 507; seal 
508.
dSu-dEN.Z\J-i-tt,
1. s&r-ra-ab-du, gir, 71:55.
2. gir, 306:3.
d$u-dEN.ZU-la-ma-ha-ar, sagi, maskim, 
100:5; 196:4; 413:27; 465:32;
508:7.
Su-Es4-tar,
1. s. }-U-ki-<ib>-ri, seal 450.
2. 450:5; 451:5.
$u-Ir-ra,
1. dub-sar, s. I-sar-be-U, seal 508.
2. dub-sar, s. tJ-na-ap-Se-in, seal 197.
3. dub-sar, s. £w-d[ ], seal 387.
4. dub-sar, gir, 196:9; 197:23.
5. 387:4.
$u-ha-[a], f. $u-d[ ], seal 470.
1. gir, 381:7.




dSul-gi, (king) seal 285. 
dSul-gi-da-nir-g£l, seal 335; 335:5. 
d$ul-gi-i-li,
1. gir, 71:52.
2. 6:12; 9:4; 18:2; 52:1; 99:16; 196:7; 
197:20; 489:51.
dSul-gi-kalam-ha-ni-i§, 200:4. 
d$ul-gi-dLamma-mu, ku§7, 198:45. 
d$ul-gi-si-im-ti, 489:34. 
dSul-gi-si-sd, 28:2.
dSul-gi-uru-mu, 97:5; 98:7; 204:6; 207:4;
215:3; 324:12; r473:13\ 507:18. 
§u-Ni-gi4-ri-ma, gir, 137:4. 




1. f. §eS-kal-la, seal 263.








1. dub-sar, s. Nam-ha-ni, seal 217.
2. kiSib, 217:5; 218:4; 219:2; 220:4; 
221:2; 222:4; 223:6; 224:3; 240:2.
IJ-ma-nu-um, 481:3; seal 481. 
Um-ma-lu-lu, nu-banda, kigib, 75:4. 
tJ-na-ap-§e-in,
1. f. dNanna-ma-ba, seal 187; seal 
193.
2. f. $u-ir-ra, seal 197.
Un-da-ga, 421:6.
Un-[fl], f. Ur-dSul-pa-e, seal 442.
Ur-[ ],
1. f. Ni-u-rum, seal 259.
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2. s. Ur-ni9-gar, seal 401.
3. dub-sar, s. Ur-d[ ], seal 410.
4. dub-sar, seal 374; 430.
5. kiSib, 374:3.
6. seal 195; 309:9.
Ur-ab-[ ], s. Lugal-[ ], seal 403. 
Ur-ab-ba, f. Gu-du-du, seal 317. 





1. dub-sar, s. Ur-rsa61-[ga], seal 270.
2. dub-sar, s. Lugal-uru-da, seal 271.
3. s. Lu-dGiS-bar-e, seal 272; 272:3.
4. s. Lu-ba, seal 273.
5. dub-sar, s. [ ], seal 269.
6. dub-sar, seal 268; seal 483.
7. kiSib, 41:8.
8. lu Nam-ha-ni, 271:3.
9. Sabra, kiiib, 75:18.
10. gir, 135:1; 415:7.
11. 63:2; 78:3; 269:4; 273:3; 431:3. 
Ur-dBil,
1. s. Ur-ni9-gar, seal 401.
2. inim-ma, 401:3.
Ur-dBil-ga-mes,
1. f. Lu-dNanna, seal 489.
2. seal 475; 475:2.
Ur-dingir-ra, 442:8.
Ur-dub-M, seal 378; 378:4. 
Ur-du6-ku-ga,
1. f. Ur-lugal, 75:10.
2. kiSib, 362:7.
3. uku-uS Ab-ba-sa6-ga, seal 381.
4. 337:2; 381:3.
Ur-dDumu-zi,
1. s. A-tu, seal 356.




Ur-en -e, s. Ur-ni9-gar, seal 432. 
Ur-e-mah, 479:3.
U r-dEN .[z]u ,
1. dub-sar, s. Ur-^gigir, seal 448.
2. f. Lu-gi-na, seal 244.
Ur-dEn-ki, <&-gu4 dGu-la, 419:2. 
Ur-dEn-lfl-M,
1. dub-sar, s. Lu-dUtu, seal 384.
2. dub-sar, s. Lugal-ur-ra-ni, seal 
480; 480:43.
3. sipa, gir, 169:3.
4. [ugula], 311:4.
5. 85:7; 195:8; 368:2; 383:6; 384:12; 
455:2.
Ur-e-ninnu,
1. dub-sar, s. Lu-du10-ga sanga dNin- 
gir-su, seal 267.
2. dub-sar, muhaldim, s. [ ], seal 266. 
Ur-dEN.ZU,
1. ensi Urumki, seal 437; 437:3.
2. s. Bl-<dun->ga, kisib, 75:15.
3. eSsad, 479:6.
4. maSkim, 437:5.
Ur-e§-lfl-M, s. Lugal-itu-da, seal 342. 
Ur-gar,
1. s. Ur-[ ], seal 376.
2. 225:3; 226:3; 367:2; 376:2.
Ur-gar muhaldim [dumu] muhaldim
lugal, seal 409; 409:3.
Ur-gi6-par4,




1. nu-banda, f. Lu-dSara, seal 245.
2. f. Lu-d$ara, seal 248.
3. f. Ur-dEn-[ ], seal 448.
4. s. A-kal-la, seal 265.
5. nu-banda gu4, ugula, 239:4.
6. 264:4; seal 264; 265:4; 286:6. 
Ur-gu,
1. seal 435
2. gin  Ur-gu, 238:2.
Ur-dHa-ia, f. Ur-dSul-pa-e, seal 82. 
Ur-dIg-alim,
1. dub-sar, s. £-[ ], seal 436.
2. dub-sar, s. [ ], seal 408.
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3. kiSib, 436:3.
4. 64:3; 316:3; 408:3; 486:3. 
Ur-dIgi-zi-bar-ra,
1. dub-sar, s. Da-a-ga, seal 493.
2. kiSib, 493:4.
Ur-dlS-dBa-u, seal 486; 486:4.
Ur-dI$kur,
1. dub-sar, s. La-ni-a, seal 277; seal 
278.
2. arad Lu-du10-ga, seal 279.
3. ensi Ha-ma-zf^, 84:2.
4. dub-sar, ki§ib, 75:14.
5. gir, 484:10.
6. 21:2; 279:7; 286:3; 499:11. 
Ur-dKtaran,
1. f. Lugal-e-ba-an-Sa6, seal 241, seal 
284.
2. f. Lu-dNammu, seal 322.
3. f. Ur-Sa^-ga kuruSda, seal 276.
4. s. Du-du, 479:1.
5. 302:3; 460:4; 468:4.
Ur-dKu-[ ], f. Ur-dSul-pa-6, seal 419. 
Ur-ku-nun-na,
1. dub-sar, s. Lu-dNin-gir-su, 
kuruSda, seal 1.
2. kiSib, kuru&da, 4:3.
3. kiSib, 20:3; 22:6; 41:10; m :pas-  
sim.
4. 1:7; 2:3; 3:3; 5:3; 6:13; 8:3; 9:5;
10:4; 11:6; 12:5; 13:7; 14:4; 15:3; 
16:3; 17:3; 18:3; 19:3; 21:3; 23:3; 
24:3; 26:4; 28:3; 30:4; 32:3; 33:5; 
35:5; 49:11; 53:9; 55:3; 56:3; 57:3; 
58:5; 59:3; 62:3; 70:3; 72:4; 74:3; 
77:9; 78:4; 79:7; 80:5; 81:1; 96:11; 
98:6; 193:9; 204:5; 207:3; 267:3; 
324:15; 377:2; 381:2; 413:40;
488’.passim.
Ur-dLamma,




1. dub-sar, s. Ur-ni9-gar, seal 286; 
seal 427.
2. ensi, seal 284; seal 285; seal 287. 
Ur-lugal,
1. f. A-ka-[ ], seal 385.
2. f. Lu-dNin-subur, seal 352.





1. s. A-zi-da, seal 501.
2. kiSib, 501:4.
Ur-Me-me,
1. s. Lugal-inim-[ ], seal 391.
2. Sdr-ra-ab-du, gir, 391:9.
Ur-mes,
1. f. Gu-u-du-du, seal 398.
2. s. La-na, kurusda, seal 104.
3. s. Ur-§a6-ga, sagi lugal, seal 380.
4. ensi, 65:2; 67:7.
5. gir, 105:4.
6. kiSib, 104:5; 106:4; 107:5; 108:7
110:5; 111:9; 112:7; 116:4; 122:4
125:4; 129:5; 132:4; 133:5; 134:4
136:4; 142:4; 144:5; 148:7; 152:6
154:4; 156:4; 158:7; 170:4; 176:5
177:7; 182:4; 186:9; 269:2.
7. sagi, 380:7.
8. 39:4; 41:12; 42:4; 46:3; 47:3; 61:3
109:9; 119:3; 123:3; 128:6; 131:3
137:7; 140:3; 153:4; 164:3; 165:3
169:5; 183:3; 185:3; 273:2; 277:8
345:2; 436:2; 431:2; 485:3?.
Ur-dNammu, 413:4.
Ur-dNanse,
1. dub-sar, s. Na-mu, seal 454.
2. gala, 324:3.
3. kiSib, 75:24; 454:7.
4. 125:2; 164:2; 506:6.
Ur-dNanna, 187:5.
Ur-ni9-gar,
1. f. Lu-du10-ga, seal 460.
2. f. Lugal-he-gal, seal 434.
3. ku§7, f. Lu-kal-la, seal 255, 256.
4. f. Ses>-kal-la, seal 261.
5. f. Ur-dLi9-si4, seal 286; seal 427.
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6. f. Ur-[dBil], seal 401.
7. f. Ur-en -e, seal 432.
8. lu k i  6-gal, [uku]-us>, 354:3; seal 
354.
9. 155:9; 210:17; 222:3; 309:13;
421:5.




Ur-dNin-giS-zi-da, dub-sar, s. i-kal-la, 
seal 452.
Ur-dNin-gubalag, nar, 484:42. 
Ur^Nin-Isin* (Iiisi),
1. dub-sar, s. fr-ra-ba-ni, seal 362.
2. kiSib, 362:8.
Ur-dNin-si4-an-na, 314:2; 406:2. 
Ur-dNin-su,




1. s. Na-ah-su, lu-[ ], seal 411.
2. 340:5; 411:3; seal 429; 429:3. 
Ur-dNin-tu,
1. s. Dun -ga-ni, seal 287.
2. dub-sar, s. Dun -ga, seal 350.
3. ugula, 458:5.
4. 287:3; 350:4; 424:3; 443:2. 
Ur-dNin-urta,
1. dub-sar, s. Lugal-[ ], seal 283.
2. s. Ad-da-kal-la, seal 280.








Ur-dSi4-an-na, 282:4; 309:2; seal 377;
377:3; 450:4; 451:4.
Ur-si-gar,
1. uku-uS dAmar-dEN.ZU, seal 400.
2. uku-u3 lugal, 400:4.
Ur-sukkal,
1. f. Tu-ra-am-i-U, seal 309.
2. igi-du8, 502:4; 503:4.
3. igi-du8, uku-uS lugal, seal 502. 
Ur-Sa^ga,
1. dub-sar, s. dEn-lfl-M, sipa gu4, seal 
274.
2. kuruSda, s. Ur-dI§taran, seal 276.
3. f. Lu-dingir-ra, seal 253.
4. f. Lu-dNin-Subur lu lunga, seal 
396.
5. f. Lu-dSul-gi, seal 424.
6. f. Ur-dBa-u, seal 270.
7. f. Ur-mes, seal 380.
8. sukkal, 193:7.
9. 274:3; 275:3; 276:7.
Ur4-Sa-ki-du10,
1. dub-sar, s. Ba-sa6, seal 393.
2. kiSib, 393:6.
3. 247:3; 251:5; 279:3; 293:3; 313:5; 
331:2; 332:2; 350:3; 352:3; 373:3; 
375:2; 378:3; 385:3; 446:3; 491:3.
Ur-d3dra,
1. dub-sar, s. Lugal-[ ], seal 477.
2. kiSib, Sa13-dub-ba, 477:4.
3. f. Ur-dNun-gal, seal 458. 
Ur-Su-ga-lam-ma, f. Us-mu, seal 413. 
Ur-dSul-gi, 190:10.
Ur-d§ul-pa-6,
1. dub-sar, s. Gu-za-ni kuru^da, seal 
389.
2. dub-sar, s. Gu-za-ni, 389:4.
3. dub-sar, s. Ur-dHa-ia, seal 82.
4. s. Un-[ ], seal 442.
5. s. Ur-dKu-[ ], lu-[ ], seal 419.
6. gir, 17:5.
7. kiSib, 41:5; 419:6.
8. lu-ur-ra, 326:2.
9. 395:2; 420:3; 442:5.
Ur-dSu-mah,
1. s. Ka-tar, seal 337.
2. ugula, 337:3.






1. s. Na-Sa6 kuruSda, seal 288.
2. 277:8; 288:4; 289:3.
Ur-us-gfd-da, gir, 145:4; 365:5. 
Ur-zikum-ma,
1. f. Arad-mu, seal 329.
2. kiSib, 41:6.
US, 224:2.
US-a-mu, f. Ur-dNin-urta, seal 281. 
US-mu,
1. dub-sar, s. Ur-Su-ga-lam-ma, seal 
413.
2. f. Lu-du10-ga, seal 355.
3. dub-sar 6-gal, 413:42.
4. 4:2; 20:2; 24:2; 304:3, 6. 
U-td-Mi-sar-ra-am, 459:8. 







1. w. dNu-muS-da-an-dul, seal 373.
2. w. dNu-muS-da-an-dul, kiSib, 
373:5.
Za-a-num, kiSib, 39:3.







3. 75:20; 104:3; 116:2; 119:2; 185:2. 
Ze-na, 259:23.
Zi-iz-zi-ra-nu-um, 189:5.
Zu-ba-ga, 294:29; 295:7; r309:10\ 
Zu-ru-uh, 187:3; 205:10; 211:1. 
[Ig?]-gi-lim, lu M a -# , 480:37.
NAMES OF DEITIES
dA-ba-dEn-lil-gim, 465:18. 
dAb-u, see PN’s sub Ur—. 
dAdad, see PN’s sub Ib-ni—; Nu-ur-; Se­
ll-; $u—; and beginning with 
dAdad.
dAma-ra-zu, 99:8.
An, 88:1; 489:9. 
dAsar-lu-hi, 465:11. 
dBalag, 413:13.
dBa-u, see PN’s sub Lu~, U r-. 
dBe-la-at-suh-nir, 390:2. 
dBe-la-at-tir-ra-ba-an, 390:3 
dBil, see PN’s sub U r-. 
dBil-ga-mes, see PN’s sub U r-.
Da-da, see PN’s sub Ab-ba—. 
dDa-gan,
1. see GN’s sub Puzur4-is—; PN’s sub 
Se-lu-us—, $u—.
2. siskur, 83:2. 
dDam-gal-nun-na,
1. see PN’s beginning with dDam- 
gal-nun-na.
2. 465:9, 30.
<d>Dam-ki-na, see PN’s sub $u~. 
dDa-mu, see PN’s sub Lu—. 
dDumu-zi,
1. see PN’s sub U r-.
2. 413:23; 465:5.
£-a, see PN’s sub $u~, and beginning 
with £ -a. 
dEn-ki,
1. see PN’s sub Ur—, and beginning 
with dEn-ki.
2. 465:8, 29; 480:33. 
dEn-ki-nir-g£l, sa-duu~, 66:2. 
dEn-lfl,
1. 6—, see Temple names.
2. see PN’s sub A-ba—gim; Gem e-; 
Igi—§6; Lu—; Puzur4—; Ur—; and 
beginning with dEn-lfl.
3. gu-za-, 103:6; 197:8; 202:2.
4. Su-nir, 465:19.
5. 71:6; 88:2; 89:2; 91:2; 93:2; 95:5; 
101:2; 102:3; 103:2; 197:7; 201:3; 
202:1; 266:1; 283:2; 294:2; 328:4; 
344:2; 399:5, 14; 410:4; 413:5; 
438:3; 452:2; 465:16, 21; 478:2; 
480-.passim; 483:29.
dEN.ZU,
1. see PN’s sub I-bi—; I-din-; 
Nu-ur-; Su~; Ur—; and beginning 
with dEN.ZU—.
2. 101:7; 399:10; 480:29.
Es4-tdr see PN’s sub I-mi-it-; Puzur4~;
Hsu—; and beginning with Es4-tar. 
dGeStin-an-na, 294:14; 413:22. 
dGe3tin-an-na-lugal, 508:4. 
dGiS-bar-6, see PN’s sub Lu—. 
dGu-la,
1. 6 -, 489:26.
2. &-gu4- ,  419:3.
3. 489:23, 39.
dGu-za, 88:4; 95:6; 465:17; 480:2,25. 
dGu-za dEn-lfl-ld, 103:6; 197:8; 202:2; 
399’.passim; 410:6; 413 ‘.passim;
430:3.
dHa-ia, see PN’s sub U r-. 
Hur-sag-ga-lam-ma, 88:5; 95:7; 197:9; 
202:3; 399:passim; 410:8; 413:7; 
480:16.
dIg-alim, see PN’s sub Ur—. 
dIgi-zi-bar-ra, see PN’s sub Ur—. 
dInanna,
1. 6 -, 489:10.
2. en dInanna, 194:8.
3. siskur -  S& 6-gal, 100:4; 417:2.
4. -Unug*, 92:2; 508:11.
5. see PN’s sub Lu—.




dIr-da, Sabra--, 403:4. 
tr-ra, see PN’s sub I-din—) I-ti-; 
Puzur4—\ &u—\ and beginning with 
tr-ra.
dIshara, sfskur--, 83:3.
dIskur, see PN’s sub A rad-; U r-.
dIstaran,
1. see PN’s sub Lugal-; M e-; Ur~.
2. 85:5.
Kab-ta, see PN’s sub $u~. 
dLamma, see PN’s sub U r-; Lu—. 
dLamma-lugal, 99:11. 
dLi9-si4, see PN’s sub Lugal-; U r-. 
dLugal-ban-da,
1. see PN’s sub U r-.
2. 480:32; 489:14. 
dLugal-m6r-daki, 416:4. 
dLu-lal, se PN’s sub Ur—.
(d)Ma-ma, see PN’s sub Puzur4- .
Ma-mi, see PV’s sub Geme--; U r-. 
Mi-sar, see PN’s sub Puzur4—. 
dNammu, see PN’s sub U r-; Lu—. 
dNa-na-a, 71:47; 473:3; 508:18. 
dNanna,
1. see PN’s sub Arad—; Ku—; Lu—; 
Puzur4- \  U r-; and beginning with 
dNanna—.
2. lu dNanna, seal 314.
3. en dNanna kar-zi-da, 326:6.
4. -  e-Eridu* 413:15.
5. 194:2; 202:5; 413:17; 480:8, 20. 
dNans>e, see PN’s sub Puzur4- \  U r-. 
dNa-ru-a, see PN’s sub Lu—.
Ni-gi4-ri-mu, see sub Su.
dNin-a-zu, see PN’s sub A rad-; Gem e-; 
U r-.




dNin-gal, see PN’s sub Ku—. 
dNin-gilin,
1. nin-dingir dNin-gi4-lf-in, 439:3.
2. nin-dingir dNin-gi4-lf, 386:3.
3. nin-dingir dNin-gilin, 189:14.
dNin-gir-su,
1. sanga--, seal 267.
2. see PN’s sub Lu—; and beginning 
with dNin-gfr-su.
dNin-giS-zi-da,
1. see PN’s sub Ur—.
2. 489:12,29.
dNin-gubalag, see PN’s sub U r-. 
dNin-hur-sag,
1. lu-mah —, 403:2.
2. 202:6; 480:24.
dNin-Isinx (Insl), see PN’s sub Ur--. 
dNin-KA-an-na, 416:6. 
dNin-marki, sanga--, 356:7. 
dNin-lfl,
1. e - ,  see sub Temple Names, 103:7; 
399:11, 20; 413:14; 480:11, 21; 
489:16; 508:2.
2. sabra-, 403:1.
3. 71:11; 88:3; 89:4; 91:4; 93:2; 101:6; 
102:6; 103:4; 201:3; 202:4; 266:2; 
294:4; 328:6; 344:5; 399:passim\ 
413:9; 438:6; 452:5, 24; 478:4; 
480:7, 19; 483:30.
4. see PN’s beginning with dNin-lfl. 
dNin-si4-an-na, see PN’s sub Ur—. 
dNin-su, see PN’s sub Ur—. 
dNin-sun,
1. see PN’s sub U r-.
2. ~, 380:2, 5; 480:31; 489:13. 
dNin-s>ubur,
1. see PN’s sub Lu—; Su~.




3. 399:19; 413:12; 480:34. 
dNin-tu, see PN’s sub U r-. 
dNin-urta,
1. see PN’s sub U r-.
2. 6—,413:17.
3. 202:8; 480:26.
dNisaba, see PN’s beginning with 
dNisaba and sub §u—.
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dNu-muS-da, see PN’s beginning with 
dNu-mus-da. 
dNun-gal,
1. see PN’s sub U r-.
2. 294:16; 413:21; 508:6. 
dNusku, 99:4; 202:7; 480:25. 
dSi4-an-na, see PN’s sub Ur--. 
dSumuqan, see PN’s sub Puzur4~. 
d$amas, see PN’s sub Na-wi-ir-,
Nu-ur—.
dSdra,
1. see PN’s beginning with dSdra~, 
and sub A-ba—; Gir . . . i-dab5; 
Ku~; Lu~; Ur--.
2. ma-gur8— 
d& -dEN.ZU, 480:28. 
dSul-gi,
1. see PN’s sub Dan—; Li-bur~; Lu—;
Me—; Nu-ur—; Puzur4~; $u~; 
Ur—; beginning with dSul-gi~.
2. seal 422; 480:30.
3. a-& . . . ,  239:3.
4. -- kar-ra, 285:5. 
dSul-pa-£, see PN’s sub Ur—. 
d§u-mah, see PN’s sub U r-. 
d$u-zi-an-na, 280:2.
dUtu,
1. see PN’s sub Arad—; Lu—; and 
beginning with dUtu—.
2. dub-la-.
3. ki dUtu, 489:40.
4. 71:15.
dWe-er, see PN’s sub A-hu—.
GEOGRAPHICAL NAMES
A-bi-ih, see PN sub Puzur4 





Babili^, ensi—, 177:4; seal 366. 
Da-al-tum^, 198:21.




1. en 489:24, 43, 46.
2. e Eridu1*, 413:15.
E-ni d̂ r a ,  239:2.
G d b -la -^ , 484:13.
Gir-su^,
1. lu - ,  218:2.






I-sim-6Su-6 ERZU*’ 188:2. 
I-sim-^ul-gP, 253:2; 254:2. 
KA-DINGIR ,̂ see Babili^. 
Kar-zi-da, 326:5.
Ki-maS^, lu --, 199:6.
Kug-a*, 380:6.
Lu-lu-bu^,
1. nu-banda —, 413:18.
2. --, 484:7.
M&r-da^,
1. ensi —, 230:5.
2. 416:7.
Ma-ri* lu - ,  223:3; 294:25; 480:37. 
Nibru* 71:12; 88:11; 294:13; 306:2; 
360:8; 410:21; 413:20; 430:6;
465:44; 480:42; 487:13; 490:6; 
508:3.
PuzurfisADa-garfi, 71:50; 413:30. 
Sipparki, ensi —, 66:3; 67:6; 484:37.
SU, lu SimaSki, 172:1, 2.
Si-ma-numki, 294:11.
Su-ah* 484:12.
^u^EN.zu.ni-hi^, 6rin ~, 198:14. 





1. ensi —, 187:2; seal 285; 297:4; 
307:4; 492:12.
2. Saggina —, seal 325.
3. --, 256:3.
Unug^,
1. dInanna Unug^-ga, 92:2; 508:11.
2. m£ siskur --, 255:3.
3. --, 32:5; 92:4; 290:3; 310:2; 335:7; 
379:2; 381:4; 415:6; 490:9; 508:11.
Urim*, 3:5; seal 237; 297:6; 380:3, 10. 
tjrum ki, 437:3.





TEMPLE AND HOUSE NAMES
du6-ku, 413:31; 480:23. 
e Ar-bf-tum, 413:26. 
e-dub-ba/e-kiSib-ba, 82:2; 84:7; 97:2;
215:2; 230:1; 362:2, 4.
6-duru5, 276:5; 294:23; 346:5.
6-kuraSda dNin-tin-ug5-ga, 277:6. 
e-mah, see PN’s sub U r-.
6 dEn-ki, 465:12.
6 dEn-lfl-l&, 87:4; 95:8; 101:2; 197:10; 
203:6; 399:8, 17; 410:9; 413:8; 
480:5, 17.
6 dGu-la, 489:26.
6 dInanna, 489:10. 
e Lugal-md-gur8-re, 473:4.
6 Lu-ti-ti, 413:19.
e muhaldim, 73:1; 84:1; 86:3; 87:3; 88:7; 
93:7; 95:19; 96:10; 100:7; 101:10;
133:2; 158:4; 193:4; 225:2; 226:2; 
268:3; 295:3; 349:4; 391:2; 402:3; 
413:3; 441:6; 457:4; 459:4; 478:8; 
487:10; 490:5; 508:8.
6 nam-arad-da-ni, 309:4.
6 dNin-lfl-l&, 87:5; 101:8; 103:7; 399:11; 
413:14; 465:26; 480:11, 21; 489:16; 
508:2.
6-ninnu, see PN’s sub U r-, 
e dNin-urta, 413:17. 
e-ur-ra, 331:5.
6 Ur-dNin-sun, 340:5.
6 uz(ug)-ga, 94:3; 206:2; 359:2. 
ka gi6-par4, 489:42. 





a-§a geStin us-sa dumu lugal, 464:2. 
a-& Hi-gdl, 356:6. 
a-S£ d~Inanna, 311:3.
a-& ME.EN.kAr a , 286:12; 425:3; 427:5 
(me-<en>-k£ra).
nun-na, 434:2. 
gcin Ab-ba-3a6-ga, 384:11. 
g&n Ur-gu, 238:2. 
g£-nun GiS-ab-ba^, 348:4. 





REGISTER AND DESCRIPTION OF THE TEXTS
Text AUAM
No. No. Reign Year Month Day Subject Transaction Principals City Remarks
1 73.0559 AS 7Bb to Cattle Transferred From AbbaSaga to Ur-kununna Dr
$S 2Bm
2 73.0688 $S 8Ba vii Small cattle Transferred From Intaea to Ur-kununna via Dr
Su-Admu
3 73.0410 $S 6By xi Two Lambs Transferred From Baza to Ur-kununna Dr ki Ba-za kuruSda Ba-ba-ti-ta
4 73.0401 $S 8Bm viii Small cattle Receipted By Ur-kununna from USmu Dr
5 73.0824 $S 8Bm xii Ox Transferred From Nur-Sin to Ur-kununna Dr AUCT 1 ,155
6 73.0617 $S 9Ba i 10-18 Cattle Transferred From Sulgi-ili to Ur-kununna Dr £u-gid, s&-dun
7 73.2539 Ss 9Bg i Small cattle Withdrawn From §u-ili Dr
8 73.0576 Ss 9Ba i Goat Transferred From Sugali to Ur-kununna Dr
9 73.1222 $S 9Ba vi 29 Sheep and Transferred From Sulgi-ili to Ur-kununna Dr AUCT I, 453; Ju-gi'd
Ss
she-goats
From $u-admu to Ur-kununna10 73.0447 9Bg viii Sheep Transferred Dr Su-gfd
1 1 73.1154 Ss 9Bg X 22-24 Lambs and Transferred From Intaea to Ur-kununna Dr
Ss
goats
12 73.1418 9Bg xi 2 1 Sheep and Transferred From Intaea to Ur-kununna Dr
Ss
goats
13 51.0003 9Be X Cattle Transferred From the sukkal-mah to Ur- Dr ma§-da-ri-a ni ezem-mah
kununna
14 73.2020 Ss 9Bg xi Sheep and Transferred From Puzur-Enlil to Ur-kununna Dr
goats
15 73.0560 IS IBa vi Goats Transferred From Aba-Enlil-gim to Ur- Dr §u-gfd
kununna
16 73.1141 Ss 9Be xi Sheep Transferred From Intaea to Ur-kununna Dr


















No. No. Reign Year Month Day Subject Transaction Principals City Remarks
18 73.0739 IS IBa vii Sheep Transferred From Sulgi-ili to Ur-kununna Dr udu sila4 kin-gij-a
19 73.1906 $S 7Bg vii Goat Transferred From Andaki to Ur-kununna Dr
20 73.0457 IS IBa vii Sheep Receipted By Ur-kununna from USmu Dr
2 1 73.1961 IS IBa viii Goats Transferred From Ur-ISkur to Ur-kununna Dr
22 73.0736 IS IBa X Small cattle Transferred From Puzur-Estar to Nur-$in; Dr
sealed by Ur-kununna
23 73.1673 IS IBa X Fat-tailed Transferred From Puzur-Enlil to Ur-kununna Dr Su-gfd
Sheep
24 73.0744 IS IBa xi Sheep and Transferred From USmu to Ur-kununna via Dr
goat Lugal-gina
25 73.1259 Sheep Nawir-Samsi Dr
26 73.1267 IS IBa xii Sheep and Transferred From Lu-Utu to Ur-kununna Dr
goats
27 73.0718 IS IBa xii2 Lambs Withdrawn From Aa-dingir via Udenisig Dr iti diri
28 73.0760 IS IBa xii2 Goats Transferred From Sulgi-sisa to Ur-kununna Dr
29 73.2087 IS 2Bg V Sheep Withdrawn From Abba-kalla Dr
30 73.0693 IS 2Ba vi 28 Lamb Transferred From Intaea to Ur-kununna via Dr
Dudu
31 73.2163 $s 7Bg X Lamb Withdrawn From Akallamu for the brother Dr
' of the ensi of Adab
32 73.0745 IS 2Ba X Goats Transferred From Abba-kalla to Ur-kununna Dr
via Zazi
33 73.0788 IS 2Ba viii Small cattle Transferred From Puzur-Enlil to Ur-kununna Dr
34 73.1201 $s 9Bg Small cattle Withdrawn From Dugga; receipted by the Dr
sukkal-mah
35 73.0403 IS IBa xi 29 Lambs Transferred From Intaea to Ur-kununna Dr
36 73.1553 AS 9Ba xii2 Ewes Transferred From Enum-ili to Dugga Dr
37 73.1694 $s lBb i Leather bag Transferred From Intaea to Dugga Dr











No. No. Reign Year Month Day Subject Transaction Principals City Remarks
39 73.0407 $S lBb xi Sheep Withdrawn From Urmes Dr
40 73.0849 $S lBb X Ewes Transferred From Igi-EnlilSe to Dugga Dr
41 73.0432 $S lBb ix Small cattle Withdrawn From Urmes Dr
42 73.0851 $S lBb xii Goats Withdrawn From Urmes via Tab-ili Dr U4 nam-gala-Se i-in-ku4-ra-a
43 73.0493 $S lBb xi Sheep Transferred From Igi-Enlilse to Dugga Dr
44 73.1023 $S lBb xii Small cattle Transferred From Kaamu to Dugga Dr
45 73.0389 SS 3A iv Small cattle Withdrawn From [ ] Dr eS-eS 114-sakar
46 73.0548 Ss 3A3 iv Small cattle Withdrawn From Urmes; receipted by Dr
Igmulum
47 73.0803 $S 3Bd viii Sheep Withdrawn From Urmes via Enisagum Dr s
48 73.0808 $S 3Ai4 V 5-8 Small cattle Transferred From Intaea to Dugga Dr
49 73.0661 $S 4B X Cattle Transferred From Intaea to Dugga Dr
50 73.0459 $S 7Bb vi Sheep Transferred From Lugal-amarku to Dugga Dr
51 73.0384 Ss 8Ba viii Sheep Transferred From Kaamu to Dugga via Dr
Annabidu
52 73.0750 §S 9Bg xi Sheep Receipted By Udenisaga Dr ki lu-bi-ne-ta fum-dam
53 73.0814 Ss 9Bg xi 9-11 Lambs Transferred From Intaea to Ur-kununna Dr
54 73.0496 $S 9Bg xii Sheep (dead) Accepted By Dugga Dr
55 73.1350 $S 9Be X Sheep Transferred From Aba-Enlil-gim to Ur- Dr
kununna
56 73.2098 $S 9Be xi Sheep Transferred From Aba-Enlil-gim to Ur- Dr Su-gfd
kununna
57 73.1908 $S 9Be X Sheep Transferred From Puzur-Enlil to Ur-kununna Dr
58 73.0668 $S 9Be xii 25 Sheep Transferred From Intaea to Ur-kununna Dr Su-gfd
59 73.1417 $S 9Bg xii Small cattle Transferred From Puzur-Enlil to Ur-kununna Dr Su-gfd
60 73.0611 $S 9Bg xi Sheep Transferred From Nur-$in to Dugga Dr Su-gfd
61 73.0458 IS IBa X Lamb Withdrawn From Urmes via Nammu Dr
62 73.0444 IS IBa xi Lambs Transferred From Intaea to Ur-kununna Dr
63 73.0543 IS IBa v5 Goats Receipted By Dugga from Ur-Bau Dr
















No. No. Reign Year Month Day Subject Transaction Principals City Remarks
65 73.0701 IS IBa xi Sheep Transferred From Urmes to Dugga via Dr
Babalum
66 73.0551 IS IBa i 29 Sheep Receipted By Dugga from Aba-Enlil-gim Dr sa-duu
67 73.0691 IS IBa i Ewes delivery Receipted By Dugga Dr bala ensi Sipparki
68 73.1270 IS IBa xi 13 Sheep Transferred From Intaea to Dugga Dr kaS-de-a Lu-Nanna
69 73.1206 IS IBa X Small cattle Transferred From Intaea [to Dugga] Dr Su-gfd
70 73.0705 IS 2Bg ix Sheep Receipted By Dugga from Ur-kununna Dr gir ur4
71 73.1037 IS 2Ba xii 25 Small cattle Withdrawn From Aba-Enlil-gim via §u-§in- Dr
ili and Dugga
72 73.2059 IS 2Bg Small cattle Receipted By Dugga from Ur-kununna via Dr
Ea-ili
73 73.0710 ix 5 Sheep Transferred From Kaamu to Dugga Dr
74 73.2138 IS 2Ba vii Ewes Transferred From Ur-kununna to Dugga via Dr
ISme-el
75 73.1337 Ss/is Small cattle Withdrawn From Allamu Dr
76 73.1381 Letter Dr
77 73.0565 $s 9Ba xi 18-22 Small cattle Transferred From Intaea to Ur-kununna Dr Su-gfd
78 73.2192 Ss 9Bg xi Small cattle Transferred From Ur-Bau to Ur-kununna; Dr
sealed by Dugga
79 73.0937 $s 9Bg X Cattle Receipted By Dugga from Ur-kununna Dr Su-gfd
80 73.1636 IS 2Bf xi Small cattle Receipted By Dugga from Ur-kununna Dr AUCT I, 713
81 73.1622 $s? xii2 28 [ ] Transferred From Ur-kununna to Dugga via Dr
Enlil-zimu
82 73.2113 AS 9Bk xii 5 Young dead Withdrawn From Intaea Dr
gazelle
83 73.2503 AS 9Ba xii2 15 Cattle for Withdrawn From Endingirmu Dr sfskur for Dagan and IShara
siskur
84 73.0509 AS 9Ba xi 15 Small cattle Withdrawn From Dugga for a wedding and Dr
uku-uS
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8 6 73.0505 AS 9Ba xii2 15-16 Cattle Withdrawn From Enlilla Dr Su-gfd
87 73.0563 $S lBb V 18-20 Sheep Withdrawn From Dugga Dr si'skur alan
8 8 73.2044 $S lBb iv 11 Small cattle Withdrawn From Nalu Dr mu hga!-uS-5d
89 73.2089 $S lBb iii 5 Sheep Withdrawn From DahSatal Dr siskur gula
90 73.1061 Ss 4Bi viii 27 Small cattle Withdrawn From Lugal-amarku Dr
91 73.1430 Ss lBb iii 29-30 Sheep Withdrawn From Beli-ili Dr ba-Sur mu-du-lum;
AUCT I, 559
92 73.1792 Ss lBb vi 22 Sheep Withdrawn From Urbagar Dr Uruk
93 73.1172 Ss lBb iv 1-2 Cattle Withdrawn From Dugga Dr 5u-gfd, siskur alan
94 73.0692 Ss lBb i 4 Small cattle Withdrawn From Intaea Dr
95 73.1419 Ss 4Bi xi 21 Small cattle Withdrawn From Enlil-ziSagal for offerings Dr a-gi<5-ba-a
96 73.0738 Ss 9Ba ii 13-15 Small cattle Withdrawn From Ur-kununna Dr
97 73.1228 Ss 7Bb vi 9 Dead young Accepted By Sulgi-urumu from Intaea Dr AUCT I, 479
gazelle
98 73.0949 Ss 7Bb viii 25-26 Dead sheep Accepted By Sulgi-urumu from Ur-kununna Dr
99 73.1052 Ss 7Bb vi 14 Small cattle Withdrawn From Sulgi-ili for offerings Dr £-gi<S-ba-a
100 73.0731 Ss 9Ba ii 13 Small cattle Withdrawn From Puzur-Enlil for offerings Dr S-gis-ba-a
101 73.2134 Ss Small cattle For offerings Dr
102 73.0816 Ss 9Ba ii 20 Stags Withdrawn From Sugali for offerings Dr ezem gU4-si-su
103 73.0882 Ss lBb i 10 Small cattle Withdrawn From DahiSatal for offerings Dr ba-Sur
104 73.0817 Ss lBb viii Small cattle Withdrawn From Zazi; sealed by Urmes Dr Su-gfd
105 73.1701 Ss lBb ix Small cattle Withdrawn From Nammu via Urmes Dr
106 73.1177 ss lBb xii2 Lamb Transferred From [ ] to Dugga; Dr
sealed by Urmes
107 73.0805 Ss lBb xi 10 Lambs Transferred From Intaea to Dugga; sealed by Dr
Urmes
108 73.0402 Ss 2Bk i Small cattle Tranferred From Nalu to Dugga; sealed Dr
by Urmes
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1 10 73.0386 Ss 2Bm6 i 5 Small cattle Transferred From Nalu to Dugga via Dr
Urmes
1 1 1 73.1204 Ss 2Aa i Small cattle Transferred From Beli-ili to Dugga; sealed Dr ts-ts
by Urmes
1 1 2 73.1327 Ss 2Bm6 i Small cattle Transferred From DahSatal to Dugga; sealed Dr AUCT I, 483
by Urmes
113- 73.0398 Ss 2Aa i 18 Small cattle Transferred From Intaea to Dugga Dr
114 73.0727 Ss 2Bm6 ii 9-10 Small cattle Transferred From Intaea to Dugga Dr
115 73.0408 SS 2Bk ii 2 Lambs Transferred From Intaea to Dugga Dr
116 73.1264 Ss 2Bk iii Small cattle Withdrawn From Zazi; sealed by Urmes Dr
117 73.0442 Ss 2Bm6 iii 18 Lamb Received By Dugga Dr
118 73.0825 Ss 2Bm6 iii 16? Small cattle Received By Dugga Dr AUCT 1 ,156
119 73.0431 Ss 2Bk iii Goats Transferred From Zazi to Urmes Dr
120 73.0441 Ss 2Bm6 iii 27 Gazelle Transferred From Intaea to Dugga Dr
12 1 73.0730 Ss 2Bm6 iii 27 Small cattle Transferred From Intaea to Dugga Dr mu-tum dAmar-dEN.ZU
122 73.0446 Ss 2Bm6 iii Lamb Transferred From Intaea to Dugga Dr
123 73.0826 Ss 2Bk iii 16 Sheep Transferred From Nur-Sin to Urmes Dr AUCT 1 ,154
124 73.0578 Ss 2Bm6 iv 13-14 Lambs [ ] [ ] Dr
125 73.1923 Ss Sheep Withdrawn From Ur-NanSe; sealed by Dr
Urmes
126 73.1932 Ss 2Bm6 iv 5 Lambs Received By Dugga Dr
127 73.1354 Ss 2Bd V Small cattle Transferred From DahiSatal to Dugga Dr Su-gfd
128 73.0791 Ss 2Bm6 V Small cattle Transferred From Kurbilak to Urmes Dr Su-gfd
129 73.0435 Ss 2Bk vi She-goats Transferred From DahiSatal to Dugga; Dr Su-gfd
sealed by Urmes
130 73.0451 Ss 2Bg vi 7 Small cattle Transferred From Intaea to Dugga Dr
131 73.2537 Ss 2Bm6 vi Sheep Transferred From Lugal-melam to Urmes Dr
132 73.0472 Ss 2B1 viii Small cattle Withdrawn From Su-ili; sealed by Urmes Dr
133 73.0397 Ss 2Bm6 viii Small cattle Withdrawn From Su-ili; sealed by Urmes Dr ba-uS
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135 73.1168 $S 2Bg ix 24 Small cattle Received By Dugga from Intaea Dr
136 73.1268 $S 2B7 ix Small cattle Withdrawn From Tab-ili; sealed by Urmes Dr
137 73.0950 SS 2B7 ix Goats and Transferred From Nanna-maba to Urmes Dr
sheep
138 73.1239 $S 2Bm6 X 20 Sheep Transferred From Intaea to Dugga Dr
139 73.0804 $S 2Bg xii Small cattle Transferred From DahiSatal to Dugga Dr §u-gfd
140 73.1235 Ss 2Bm6 xii Small cattle Received By Urmes Dr mu gu-za-l£-S&
141 73.0495 $S 2Bk xii Sheep Transferred From Ahu-Wer to Dugga via Dr
Ur-lugalbanda
142 73.1782 $S 2B Sheep Transferred From Nalu to Dugga; sealed Dr
by Urmes
143 73.1288 3s 2Bm6 X 2 1 Goats Transferred From Intaea to Dugga Dr
144 73.0494 3s 2Bm6 V8 Small cattle Receipted By Urmes from Lu-Ningirsu Dr
145 73.1542 3s 3Aa i 7 Goat Transferred From Ahu-Wer to Dugga via Dr
Ur-u5gidda
146 73.0378 3s 3Aa i 18 Small cattle Transferred From Intaea to Dugga Dr
147 73.1678 3s 3A9 i 19 Small cattle Transferred From Intaea to Dugga Dr
148 73.0413 3s 3Ai6 i Small cattle Transferred From Nalu to Dugga; sealed Dr Su-gfd
by Urmes
149 73.3279 3s 3Aa i 17 Young Transferred From Intaea to Dugga Dr
gazelles
150 73.1293 3s 3Ai ii 25 Lamb Transferred From Intaea to Dugga Dr
151 73.0425 3s 3Ag6 ii 22 Small cattle Transferred From Intaea to Dugga Dr
152 73.0460 3s 3Aa ii Small cattle Transferred From DahiSatal to Dugga; Dr Su-gfd
sealed by Urmes
153 73.0412 3s 3Ai6 ii Sheep Transferred From Dugga to Urmes Dr dub nimin-na
154 73.2538 3s 3Ai6 iii Sheep Transferred From Nalu to Dugga; sealed Dr
by Urmes
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156 73.1175 $S 3Ai6 iii Sheep Transferred From Nalu to Dugga; sealed Dr
by Urmes
157 73.0751 $S 3Aa10 iii Small cattle Transferred From DahiSatal to Dugga Dr Su-gfd
158 73.2126 $S 3Ae iii Small cattle Transferred From DahiSatal to Dugga; Dr Su-gfd
sealed by Urmes
159 73.0473 $S 3Ai6 iii 1 Lambs Transferred From Intaea to Dugga Dr
160 73.1128 $S 3Ai6 iv 19 Small cattle Transferred From Intaea to Dugga Dr
161 73.1289 $S 3Ai6 iv Small cattle Transferred From Su-Ea to Dugga Dr Su-gfd; AUCTI, 480
162 73.1273 $S 3A V Sheep Transferred From Beli-ili to Dugga Dr Su-gfd
163 73.0850 $S 3Ai6 V 4 Small cattle Transferred From Intaea to Dugga Dr
164 73.1976 $S 3Ai6 V Sheep Transferred From Ur-NanSe to Urmes Dr
165 73.0450 $S 3Bd vii Goats Transferred From Intaea to Urmes Dr
166 73.0699 $S 3Bd viii 4 Lambs Transferred From Intaea to Dugga Dr
167 73.0795 $S 3Bd viii 21-22 Small cattle Transferred From Intaea to Dugga Dr
168 73.1388 Ss 3Bd viii Sheep Transferred From Intaea to Dugga Dr
169 73.1911 SS 3Bd viii Sheep Transferred From Aa-dingir to Urmes Dr md-a g£-ar
170 73.0416 Ss 3Bd viii Lambs Transferred From Intaea to Dugga; sealed Dr
by Urmes
171 73.0567 SS 3Bd ix 20 Small cattle Transferred From Intaea to Dugga Dr
172 73.0582 Ss 3Bd ix 7 Small cattle Transferred From Intaea to Dugga Dr AUCT I, 47
173 73.0581 Ss 3Bd ix 3-8 Small cattle Transferred From Intaea to Dugga Dr AUCT I, 44
174 73.0426 Ss 3Bd ix 20 Small cattle Transferred From Intaea to Dugga Dr
175 73.0964 Ss 3Bd ix Sheep Transferred From Nalu to [ ] Dr
176 73.0396 Ss 3Bd ix Goat Transferred From Tab-ili to Nur-ili; sealed Dr
by Urmes
177 73.0388 AS 3Bd ix Small cattle Transferred From Nalu to Dugga; sealed Dr bala 6nsi Babili Su-gfd,
by Urmes &S-£S 114-sakar
178 73.1158 AS 3Bd ix Small cattle Transferred From Nalu to Dugga Dr Su-gfd
179 73.3242 AS 3Bd ix 5-6 Lambs Transferred From Intaea to Dugga Dr Su-gfd
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181 73.0419 $S 3Bd ix 14 Sheep and Transferred From Intaea to Dugga Dr Su-gfd
goats
182 73.1187 $S 3Bd ix Sheep Transferred From Nalu to Dugga; sealed Dr
by Urmes
183 73.0594 $S 3Bd X Lambs Transferred From Intaea to Urmes Dr
184 73.0572 $S 3Aa 5e-gur10- 12-14 Small cattle Transferred From Intaea to Dugga Dr
kus11
185 73.1611 $S Sheep Transferred From Zazi to Urmes Dr
186 73.0538 $S 3A12 iv 20 Small cattle Transferred From Enlil-ziSagal to Dugga; Dr Su-gfd
sealed by Urmes
187 73.0776 $S 2Bk ii 1 1 Small cattle Received By Intaea; via Nanna-maba Dr
188 73.1331 [$S ] 29 Cattle Received By Intaea; via Nanna-maba Dr
189 73.1369 $S 4Bh13 be 23 Cattle Received By Intaea; via Nanna-maba Dr
190 73.0583 $S 3Bb vi 4 Small cattle Received By Intaea; via Nanna-maba Dr AUCTI, 45
191 73.0409 $S 4Bi xii 2 1 Wool Accepted By Lukalla; via Nanna-maba Dr
192 73.0659 $S 4Ba14 viii 29 Wool Accepted By Lukalla; via Nanna-maba Dr
193 73.0406 $S 5a i 25 Cattle Withdrawn From Ur-kununna; via Nanna- Dr
maba
194 73.1460 IS 2Ba X 2 Sheep Withdrawn From Intaea via Nanna-maba Dr ni-ba lugal
195 73.1269 IS IBa V 23 Small cattle Received By Intaea via Nanna-maba Dr
196 73.3156 $s 9Ba xi 17 Cattle Withdrawn From Sulgi-ili via Nanna-maba Dr d-gifi-ba-a
197 73.0579 Ss 9Ba be 25 Small cattle Withdrawn From Sulgi-ili via Nanna-maba Dr ni-ba lugal a-gbrba-a
198 73.1334 Ss [ ] be 13 Cattle Received By Intaea via Nur-Sin Dr
199 73.1277 Ss 3Bd viii 4 Small cattle Received By Intaea via Nur-Sin Dr AUCT I, 446
200 73.2026 AS 9Ba xii 27 Small cattle Received By Intaea via Nur-Sin Dr
201 73.2142 Ss 2Bm6 viii 18 Small cattle Withdrawn From Intaea via Nur-Sin Dr lugal-ku4-ra
202 73.1064 Ss 4Ab iv 12 Gazelles Withdrawn From Intaea via Nur-Sin Dr S-gia-ba-a
203 73.1106 Ss 6Aa ii 1 Small cattle Received By Intaea via Nur-Sin Dr mu-tfim lugal
204 73.1117 IS 2Ba xii 9 Dead cattle Accepted By Sulgi-uru from Ur-kununna Dr
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205 73.0596 [ ] 12 Cattle Received By Intaea via Nur-$in Dr mu-tum lugal
206 73.1116 IS 2Ba xii 23 Gazelles Withdrawn From Intaea via Nur-$in Dr lugal-e in-tag
207 73.1610 IS 2Ba ix 6 Sheep Accepted By Sulgi-urumu from Ur-kununna 
via Nur-Sin and Pum-waqar
Dr
208 73.2097 IS 2Ba X 26 Small cattle Withdrawn From Intaea via Nur-Sin Dr ni-dab5 a-tU5-a
209 73.0926 $s 8Ba ix 16 Wool Received By Lu-kalla via Nur-Sin Dr
210 73.1280 Ss 3Bd vii 7 Cattle Received By Intaea via Nur-Sin Dr AUCT I, 448
2 1 1 73.1137 $s 3Bd vii 10 Small cattle Received By Intaea via Nur-Sin Dr
2 12 73.2069 $s 4Bh ix 26 Wool Accepted By Lu-kalla via Nur-Sin Dr
213 73.2155 Ss 4Bi viii 4 Small cattle Received By Intaea via Nur-Sin Dr
214 73.1939 AS 9Ba xii2 W-9 Small cattle Received By Intaea via Nur-$in Dr
215 73.0507 $s 4Ab iv 7 Dead gazelles Withdrawn From Intaea via Nur-Sin Dr
216 73.1356 $s 4Bi xi 7 Lambs Received By Intaea via Nur-Sin Dr mu-tum lugal
217 73.0742 § 41o15 xii16 Flour Receipted By Umani from Sara-zame Um
218 73.1409 § 41f Beer Received By Lu-girsu; seal of Umani Um
219 73.1946 Beer Receipted By Umani for the bala Um
220 73.1793 § 41f viii Wool Receipted By Umani from Dagi Um
221 73.1948 § 4 1 1 7 Beer Receipted By Umani for the bala Um
222 73.3250 § 42Bc Flour Receipted By Umani from Ur-nigar Um
223 73.1800 [Si Beer Receipted By Umani for the bala Um AUCT I, 926
224 73.1551 § 42Bc Barley Receipted By Umani from US Um
225 73.0953 AS 7Bb ix Small cattle Transferred From Urgar to AhaniSu Dr Su-gfd
226 73.1623 AS 8Bm ix Sheep Transferred From Urgar to AhaniSu Dr Su-gfd
227 73.1958 AS 7Bb xi Sheep Transferred From AbbaSaga to Dugga; Dr
sealed by AhaniSu
228 73.1310 AS 9Ba xii Lambs Transferred From Dugga to AhaniSu Dr AUCT I, 482; Su-gfd
229 73.2181 AS 9Ba ix Goat Transferred From Intaea to AhaniSu Dr mu udu-gun-S6
230 73.2135 AS 9Ba iii Lambs Transferred From AbbaSaga to the ensi Dr
of Marda; sealed by AhaniSu
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232 73.1153 § 46Bg iv [Oxen] Transferred From KurgirniSe to Enlilla Dr Sa S-g^-ffl-la]
233 73.1659 $ 48a18 iii» Oxen Transferred From Engardu to Enlilla Dr
234 73.1155 AS 6 iv Lamb Transferred From AbbaSaga to Lu-bala- Dr
Saga
235: 73.0487 AS 9Ba V Cow Transferred From Lu-uSgina to [Lugal-melam] Dr
236 73.0414 Ss 6Ba V [ ] [ ] [ 1 Dr
237 73.1965 AS 6 iv Lamb Transferred From AbbaSaga to Lugal- Dr
melam
238 73.0511 AS 4Ba Workers Stationed At the threshing floor of Urgu Um
239 73.0519 § 48B Reed <Cut> Under the supervision of Ur-gigir Um e-ru / a-Sil d$ara
240 73.3244 AS 8Bm Barley Transferred From Lugina to Lu-Sulgi Um
241 73.2025 § 47Af Barley Accepted By Lugal-ebanSa from Lu-$ara Um
242 73.0512 AS 3Bk Barley Receipted By Lugal-ebanSa from Arad Um k m£-hun-g£
243 73.0521 S 43Ab ii Harness Accepted By Aradhula from Dada; sealed Um Su7-dul9, a-tab
equipment by Lugina
244 73.0514 AS 9Ba viii Small cattle Transferred From Intaea to Lugina Dr
245 73.2019 iv Oil Sold By Lu-$ara to Lu-§ara Um case
246 idem tablet
247 73.0549 AS lBb xii Wool Receipted By Lu-Sara from Ur-Sakidu Um
248 73.0777 AS 7Ba xii Barley Loaned By Lu-duga to Lu-Sara Um si-gi^-de; case
249 idem tablet
250 73.3012 AS 7Bb Reed bundles Accepted By Lu-gina from SamaS-ikkuS Um
251 73.0721 $S lBb xii Wool Accepted By Lu-dingirra from Ur-Sakidu Um
252 73.1025 AS 8Bm ii Goat Transferred From AbbaSaga to Lu-dingirra Dr
253 73.0958 AS 9Bg vii 30 Cattle Withdrawn From AbbaSaga Dr case
254 idem tablet
255 73.1667 AS 6Bn20 Reed mats Accepted By Lugal-ebanSa from Agu Um ma-sfskur Unug^
256 73.0767 $S 4Af21 i Workers Bringing Wood to Umma Um
257 73.1662 $s 2A i [ ] Receipted By Lu-kalla from §eS-kalla Um
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259 73.1914 IS IBa
260 73.0792 Ss 4Af i
261 73.1389 AS 8Bm xi
262 73.1160 AS 8Bm xi
263 73.1068 IS 2Bg22 vi
264 73.0385 Ss 3Bd
265 73.0663 IS IBa xi
266 73.1903 Ss lBb ii
267 73.0393 Ss 6Ba viii
268 73.1770 AS 8Bm vii
269 73.2181 AS 7Bb xii
270 73.2522 Ss lBb
271 73.0415 Ss 4bi xii
272 73.1902 AS 7Bb X
273 73.0878 Ss 3A23 ii
274 73.2031 viii
275 73.0801 Ss 2Be vi
276 73.0506 AS lBb vii
277 73.0820 Ss 3Bd viii
278 73.0771 Ss 5n viii
279 73.0868 AS 7Ba i
280 73.1152 Ss lBb xi
281 73.1179 AS 8Bm ix
282 73.0429 xi
283 73.0999 Ss 7Bg X
284 73.1989 AS 9B24
285 73.1422 AS 2Ba i-ix



















■14 Small cattle Transferred
15 Sheep Transferred
Dates Accepted









By Niurum from Ikalla 
From Dugga to §eS-kalla 
By Lu-duga to Nam-luedu 
By Ursag to SeS-kalla 
By Ikalla from Ur-gigir 
For Ur-gigir from Sada 
From Intaea for offerings 
From Ur-kununna to Lu-kalla 
via HenaSa
From Enlilla for the kitchen 
By Ur-Bau from AbbaSaga
From Abia to Ur-Bau via Nur-ili 
From Ur-Bau to Ur-Bau 
From Urmes to Ur-Bau 
From Dugga to Ur-Sagga 
From Dugga to Ur-Sagga 
From Abili to Ur-Sagga 
From Intaea to Urtur 
From Intaea to Lu-Damu 
By Aradmu from Ur-Sakidu 
By Ur-$umah to the eSabdu 
By Lugal-kuzu from AbbaSaga 
By Annemum from Ur-sianna 
To Ur-Ninurta by Lugal-gizkimzi 
By Lugal-ebanSa from BaSaga
From Lugal-IStaran





Um tug gu-na 
Um iti nisag-Se su-su-da 
Dr lugal ku4-ra 
Dr
Dr Su-gid 






Dr sfskur gula; 6-durus gub-ba 
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287 73.1973 $S 5o X naga Accepted By Ur-Nintu from Akalla Um
288 73.1841 § 46Bg i Ox Transferred From Enlilla to Urtur Dr
289 73.1879 $ 46Bg i Ox Transferred From Enlilla to Urtur Dr
290 73.0819 3s 9Bg i Cows Receipted By Abbakalla from Dugga Dr AUCT 1 ,151
291 73.1349 ss 9Bg xii Goats Accepted By Abbakalla from Dugga Dr
292 73.0387 ss 9Bg vi Sheep Receipted By Abbakalla from Dugga via Dr
Hununur
293 73.0985 AS 7Ba xii Barley Loaned By Ur-Sakidu to 3eS-kalla Um
294 73.1044 Ss lBb iv 1 Cattle Withdrawn From Zubaga via Adda-kalla Dr
295 73.1478 AS 8Bm V 14 Small cattle Withdrawn From Zubaga Dr Su-gfd
296 73.3271 Ss 7Bg vi Barley Loaned By Lugal-meduga to Adda-kalla Ni
297 73.0933 AS 3Bm i Small cattle Transferred From AbbaSaga to KaS Dr
298 73.1202 [AS 3Bm] i 27 Small cattle Transferred From AbbaSaga to KaS Dr Ib-tag4 mu-tum didli
299 73.0486 AS 3Bk Workers Bringing A boat to Daga Um m£ Da-ga-aS
300 73.0438 Ss 7B26 i Small cattle Transferred From Lu-Utu to Allamu Dr
301 73.0589 IS IBa xii Wool Receipted By Adaga from 3ada Um AUCT I, 46
302 73.0755 Ss 2Aa xii Wood To be By 4 persons Um
returned
303 73.0806 Ss 6Bs ix Barley rest From Ahu-tab Dr
304 73.0911 AS 2Aa iv Barley Loaned By USmu t o ......... Um u-um-DU
305 73.0919 IS 2Bg22 i Wheat Transferred From Me-Sulgi to Abum-ilumma Dr
306 73.1132 Ss 9Bg V Dead sheep Transferred From Nippur via 5u-3in-ili and Dr
Puzur-Sumuqan
307 73.1145 AS 8Bm i 30 Sheep Transferred From AbbaSaga to the ensi Dr lal}4-e-dam (la-he-da)
of Umma
308 73.1223 AS 9Ba V Lamb Transferred From AbbaSaga to Abu-tab Dr
309 73.1351 IS 3Be Contract Ni
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311 73.1970 AS 6Bt Irrigation Supervisor Abba-gina Um
work
312 73.2080 § 46Bg viii Cattle? Accepted By Anne-babdu from Nuh-ilum Dr sti-dun didli
313 73.0725 $S lBb xii Wool Accepted By Da-[ ] from Ur-sakidu Um
314 73.1176 $S 5f vii Barley Receipted By Dugumun from Ur-Ninsianna Dr
315 73.2035 IS 2Bb xi Wool FromAbbagina Um
316 73.0561 AS 3Bh iv Cows Transferred From Ur-Igalim to Nur-Adad Dr
317 73.1059 AS 7Ba xi Barley Loaned By Lu-duga to Gududu Um
318 73.1125 AS 8Bm viii Goat Transferred From Abbagaga to Hunnuduk Dr
319 73.0666 IS 3Bd27 vi Barley Loaned By Ur-$umah to Habalugge Ni
320 73.2117 Silver Accepted By Kugani from Lu-$ara Um
321 73.0833 $S 45Ac xii Dates Accepted By Inzuzu from Imtidam Dr?
322 73.2212 Bulla
323 73.1075 IS Letter order
324 73.1252 IS IBa xii 29 Small cattle Withdrawn From Ur-kununna via Nur-Sin Dr
and Hulal
325 73.2534 [ ] [ ] Accepted By Lu-Ningirsu from Lu-$ara Um
326 73.0501 AS 7Bb viii Cow Transferred From Ur-$ulpae to Arad-Nanna Dr m&g-da-ri-a
327 73.0780 $S 2B28 vi Lamb For an 6g-6g Dr
328 73.0822 $s 4Ab V 2 Small cattle Withdrawn From Enlil-zigagal Dr AUCT I, 152; i-gi^-ba-a
329 73.1396 § 44Bg viii Barley Loaned By Ur-§umah to Aradmu Ni
330 73.1734 AS 6Bt vi Cheese Accepted By Imtidam from Dagi Dr
331 73.0812 $s 2Be X Barley Accepted By Inimanizi from Ur-gakidu Um
332 73.0626 AS 7Ba xi Barley Accepted By Inimanizi from Ur-gakidu Um
333 73.2099 $s 3Bd ix Barley Accepted By Namhani from Akalla , Dr ga-gal gih
334 73.2112 xi Silver Accepted By Lukalla from Lu-$ara Um
335 73.0861 AS 7Bb xi Chair Accepted By Sulgi-danirgal from Ahuni ha-lu-tib zabar
336 73.0492 AS 7Bb V Sheep Transferred From Abbagaga to Namhani Dr
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338 73.0433 $S 4Af i Garment Receipted By Lugal-kuzu from Ikalla Um
339 73.0533 $S iv Goat Transferred From Dugga to Nuria Dr
340 73.0422 $S 8Bn xi Spice Accepted By Magum from Irra-bani Dr
341 73.0585 AS 7Bb X Lamb Accepted By Nur-Sulgi from AbbaSaga Dr AUCT I, 48
342 73.0446 AS 2Ba xi 19 Ox Transferred From Ur-lugal to Anhir Dr
343 73.0577 $S lBb xii22 1 [ ] Accepted By Puzur-EStar [from Ur-gakidu] Um?
344 73.0562 [SS] 30 Stags Withdrawn From Sugali via Nur-Sin and Dr feg-eg 114-sakar
Gurda
345 73.0556 $S 2Bk ii Lambs Transferred From Urmes to Damgalnunna- Dr
andul
346 73.0544 AS lBb xii Barley Accepted By Lugal-daga from Lu-duga Um
347 73.0491 AS 3Bi xii Sheep Transferred From Abbasig to Su-Dagan Dr
348 73.0520 AS 3Bt Reed Receipted By Lugalzae from Dada Um ga-nun S^ab-ba
349 73.0513 AS 8Bm lii 27 Small Cattle Withdrawn From Dugga Dr gu-gfd, qar-du
350 73.0500 $S 2Aa i Wool Accepted By Ur-Nintu from Ur-gakidu Um
351 73.0377 $S 3a iv 19 Wool Accepted By Nur-Sin via Nur-[Adad] Dr
352 73.0629 AS 9Aa i Dates Accepted By Lu-Ningubur from Ur-gakidu Um
353 73.0607 § 44Ba ix Lamb Transferred From Naga to Puzur-Migar Dr
354 73.0598 Ss 3A29 iv Lamb Transferred From Intaea to Ur-nigar Dr
355 73.0436 Ss 9Bg xii2? Garments Transferred From I[kalla] to Lu-duga Um
356 73.0580 AS lBb X Barley Loaned By the sanga of Ninmarki to La
several persons
357 73.0714 IS IBa vii Silver Loaned By Lu-meduga to Kaa Ni
358 73.0704 IS IBa viii Barley Receipted By Lu-Nanna from Ikalla Um gur7-a tag4-a
leftover
359 73.0555 Ss 9Ba vi 2 1 Young gazelle Withdrawn From Intaea Dr e-uz-ga
360 73.0719 IS IBa Silver Loaned By Zallala to Ilum-abigarum Ni ,
and Galzu
361 73.0723 Ss 8Ba vi 4 Wool Accepted By Lukalla via Lu-galim Dr

















No. No. Reign Year Month Day Subject Transaction Principals City Remarks
363 73.1004 AS 7Bb viii Lamb Transferred From AbbaSaga to Inim-Nanna Dr Seal of PuSudu
364 73.1178 AS 7Bb iii Lamb Transferred Fromm AbbaSaga to Ku-Ningal Dr salal-hu-ba
365 73.0417 $S 3 A 2 9 ii Small cattle Transferred From Nalu to Ahu-Wer Dr
366 73.3155 vi Barley For Lu-hegal Dr
367 73.0728 AS 930 viii Lamb Transferred From Urgar to Lugal-ezem Dr
368 73.0490 § 40? xii 5 Barley Accepted By Dadamu from Ur-Enlilla Dr
369 73.0434 $S 3Bd Reed bundles Receipted By Lu-Saizu from Lugal-kuzu Um
370 73.1930 xii Goat Transferred From Nimu to Lu-Sagga Dr
371 73.0437 $S 2Bm6 ix Lamb From Intaea to Lu-Sagga Dr
372 73.0789 $S 2Be iv Hides From the Sabra to Dingir-andul Um kuS udu Sum-ma
373 73.0807 Ss 3Aa iv Wool Accepted By MaS from Ur-Sakidu Um
374 73.0765 Ss 3Bd Reed bundles Receipted From SeS-kalla by Ur-[ ] Um
375 73.0763 Ss 2Aa iii Spice Accepted By Irra-kalla from Ur-Sakidu Um
376 73.0746 AS 6 xi Plants Accepted By Urgar Dr
377 73.0847 AS 7Bb xii Goat Transferred From Ur-kununna to Ur-Sianna Dr
378 73.0831 Ss 2Aa i Dates Accepted By Ur-dubla from Ur-Sakidu Um
379 73.0809 Ss lBb X Oxen Withdrawal Dr A-da-gal-Sum-e tum-dam
380 73.0779 Ss 4Af iii 30 Sheep Withdrawal From Nalu for offerings Dr Ku^-a^
381 73.0889 AS 5Bv X Goat Transferred From Ur-kununna to Ur-dukuga Dr
via Su-ili
382 73.0894 AS 5Bb vi Foals Received By AbbaSaga via Kuli from Dr l£-ni su-ga
AbbaSaga
383 73.0887 AS 8Bm Small cattle Transferred From AbbaSaga to Ur-Enlilla Dr
384 73.1101 AS 2Ba Lambs Accepted By Ka-Enlilla from AbbaSaga Dr Sit nu-zu sila-ta gur-ra
385 73.0883 AS 7Ba xii Barley Loaned To Ur-lugal by Ur-Sakidu Um
386 73.0869 AS 9Bg Barley Loaned To Nur-ili by a nin-dingir ?
387 73.0762 Ss 3Bd be Cows Transferred From Dugga to Su-Irra Dr Su-l£-a
388 73.0830 S 46Bg xii16 [ ] Accepted By SeS-kalla Dr AUCT 1 ,157
389 73.0939 AS 3Bt be Small cattle Transferred From Ku-Nanna to Ur-Sulpae Dr










No. No. Reign Year Month Day Subject Transaction Principals City Remarks
391 73.0913 $S 7Bb iv 7 Cattle Withdrawn From Puzur-Enlil via Ur-Meme Dr a-gVs-ba-a
392 73.0864 S42/AS6 vi 9 Accepted By Lugal-Etaran from Lu- Ni
dingirra
393 73.0988 $S 2Aa xii2 Small cattle Receipted By Ur-Sakidu Um
394 73.0994 AS 7Ba ix Barley Loaned To Lu-Utu by Lu-duga Um
395 73.0996 S42/AS6 vi Sheep Transferred From Ur-$ulpae to Lugal-azida Um?
396 73.1002 AS 9Bg iii Lamb Transferred From AbbaSaga to Lu-NinSubur Dr
397 73.0943 AS 8Bm xi Barley Loaned To Lu-Utu by Lu-duga Um
398 73.0636 AS 8Bm viii Barley Loaned To Gududu by Lu-duga Um
399 73.1051 Ss IBa iv 19-21 Small cattle [Withdrawn] From Nalu for offerings Dr
400 73.1030 AS 8Bm xii 8 Barley Loaned To Ur-sigar by Lu-duga Um
401 73.0947 $S 2AA xi Barley Loaned To Ur-Bil by Lu-duga Um
402 73.1151 § 46 V 1 Sheep Transferred From Nalu to NaSa Dr Su-gfd
403 73.1170 AS 2BP 1 v (Ni) 27 Oxen Transferred From Anhir to Annahilibi Dr d-g^-ilx-la lugal
404 73.1124 AS 7Ba Barley Loaned To Aguza by Luduga Um case
405 idem tablet
406 73.1195 $S 3A32 i Sesame Loaned By Ur-Ninsianna to Puzur-NanSe Dr
407 73.1006 AS 8Bm xi Barley Loaned To Ur-ningarkidu by Lu-duga Um
408 73.1194 X 7 Reed Accepted By Ur-Igalim from ASniu Um
409 73.1186 Ss 4Af xii2 Goat Transferred From Lugal-amarku to Urgar Dr
410 73.1324 $S 9B iv 18 Small cattle Withdrawn From Abba-Enlil-gim for Dr
offerings
411 73.1355 $s 9Bg vii Barley Received By Ur-Ninsun from Ur-Nisaba ?
412 73.1039 $s 6B33 ix Bronze Received By Lu-Narua from Allu Um
413 73.1338 $s 9Ba xi 15 Cattle Withdrawn From Ur-kununna for bala Dr
414 73.1212 AS 9Ba iv Lamb Transferred From AbbaSaga to <Ur-Bau> Dr nail marks
415 73.1203 AS 9Ba X Lambs Transferred From Intaea to Lugal-amarku Dr
via Ur-Bau
416 73.1320 $S 5a i 2 1 Cattle Withdrawn From Nalu for offerings Dr
















No. No. Reign Year Month Day Subject Transaction Principals City Remarks
418 73.1229 AS 5Bv vi Goats Received ' By Sukubum from AbbaSaga Dr
419 73.1395 AS 8Bm xi Garments Receipted By Ur-$ulpae from Ikalla Um
420 73.1394 vii Gilim- Receipted By Lugal-igihuS from Ur-$ulpae Um ma-6-a
reed
421 73.1391 IS 2Ba viii Garments Receipted By Lugal-hegal Um
422 73.1150 s Bulla Withdrawal
423 73.1897 § 39Bh V Cumin Receipted By Lugal-garlagare from Ur-Lamma Um
424 73.1801 $s lAb i Female Carrying barley; Lu-Sulgi Um
workers
425 73.1799 S 31Ba i16 Barley Transferred From Lanimu to Ur-Ninsu Um
rations
426 73.1798 § 48Be xi Containers Receipted By Lugal-azida from Dadaga Um
427 73.1795 § 31Bb xii Wheat rations From Lanimu Um
428 73.1783 Ss 6Ba X Small cattle From Intaea Dr
429 73.1679 is IB34 xi Barley Accepted By Ur-Ninsun from Erra-bani Dr
430 73.1596 AS 8B vii 30 s£-duu Withdrawn From Nalu Dr
431 73.1574 [§S] Sheep Transferred From Urines to Ur-Bau Dr
432 73.1564 $37/$S4 Flour Difference Balanced account
433 73.1569 § 39Bh iv Bitumen From Katar loaded on a boat Um
434 73.1427 AS 4B V Workers Carrying Barley to Apisal Um
435 73.1424 IS 2Ba iii Wood objects Withdrawn From Dada Ni
436 73.1406 IS 2Ba iv Beer Receipted By Ur-Igalim for a siskur from Dr
Urmes
437 73.1401 AS Sheep Transferred From AbbaSaga to Ur-§in Dr
438 73.2185 IS 2Ba xii 30 Cattle Withdrawn From Sugali for offerings Dr &S-&5 U4-sakar i-gi^-ba-a
439 73.2178 IS 2Bg ii Barley Loaned To Ibni-el Dr
440 73.2162 $s 8Bm X Lamb Transferred From Intaea to Nur-Adad Dr
441 73.2145 $s IBa iv 4/5? Small cattle Withdrawn From Dugga via Nur-Adad Dr 5u-gid
442 73.1943 AS 2B35 Barley Loaned To Ur-$ulpae by Lugal-meduga










No. No. Reign Year Month Day Subject Transaction Principals City Remarks
444 73.0664 AS 8Bm X Barley Loaned To Namhani by Lu-duga Um
445 73.1925 AS 5Bu ix Sheep Transferred From NanSe-kam to Alala Ni
446 73.2133 AS 8Aa i Dates Transferred From Ur-Sakidu to Lugal-mea Um
447 73.2121 S 46 Barley Loaned To Lugal-ezem by Lugal-meduga Um
448 73.2120 AS 8Bm xii Workers • Stationed At the marsa Um
449 73.2114 AS IBa ix Barley for Received By Mara-[ ] La
450 73.2094 $S 3Bd ix Barley Loaned To Su-EStar by Ur-sianna Ni case
451 tablet
452 73.2072 AS 8Bm i 25 Cattle Withdrawn From Lu-dingirra for offerings Dr
453 73.2061 AS 2Ba xii Barley Accepted By Zibaba from Atu Dr
454 73.2057 Ss 3Bd X 1 Oxen Transferred From Intaea to Beli-ili Dr A-hu-ni dumu-lugal
455 73.2046 SS 9Be iii Brick mold Received By Lugal-hegal from Ur-Enlil Ni
456 73.2042 S42/AS6 ix Barley Loaned By Lu-duga to [ ] Um
457 73.2034 s xi Dead Cattle Transferred From Su-Dagan to NaSa Dr
458 73.1972 Ss 2Be Female Loading The boat of the Saggina Um
workers and hauling
459 73.1969 AS 8Bm iii 26 Small cattle Withdrawn From Uta-miSaram Dr Su-gfd
460 73.1917 $ 44B 36 Small cattle Receipted By Dadaga from Ur-IStaran La ri-ri-ga
461 73.1915 Bulla
462 73.1931 AS 9Ba V Lamb Transferred From AbbaSaga to Iribum Dr
463 73.1922 AS 6Bw vii Lamb Transferred From AbbaSaga to Ahuni Dr
464 73.1934 AS 9Bk V Harrowing Under the supervision of Um
work Abbagina
465 73.1929 SS 9B iv 20 Small cattle Withdrawn From Aba-Enlilgim for offerings Dr
in Nippur
466 73.1214 AS 6Bu X Figs Received By Kudamu from AbbaSaga Dr
467 73.1967 Ss 7Bd vi 24 Barley Loaned To Bazige by Lugal-meduga Ni
468 73.1892 S 3537 * 3 dead sheep Ur-IStaran
















No. No. Reign Year Month Day Subject Transaction Principals City Remarks
470 73.1586 § 38a Goats Balanced
account
471 73.0778 38 Silver Loaned To Lugal-kuzu case; iti ezem-ni-sag
472 tablet
473 73.2056 Ss 9Ba xi39 14 Small cattle Withdrawn From Sulgi-[urumu] for offerings Dr
474 73.1935 S42/AS6 viii Containers Receipted By Lu-kalla from Agu Dr si-gi4-de
475 73.2149 AS 4Ba V [Cattle] Transferred From Abba-5a5a to Ur-Gilgames Dr
476 77.0016 Ss 5n Small cattle Transferred From Aba-Sara to Gir-Sara-idab Dr s£-dun Sabra
477 54.0002 AS 4Ba xii Female For irrigation work Urn
workers •
478 73.0411 AS lBb i 29 Cattle Withdrawn From Dugga for offerings via Dr
Nur-Sin
479 51.0002 AS 6Bn Wages For workers
480 73.1323 IS ii 19 Small cattle Withdrawn From Nalu for offerings Dr
481 73.3191 IS IB40 Silver Loaned To Umanum by Ennimmada i-nu itu-a-ne
482 73.3146 Letter = TCS I, 31 (only seal 
copied); HTS 111
483 73.1113 AS 8Ba iv 6 Small cattle Inventorized Lugal-amarku Dr
484 73.2200 AS 8Bm V 8 Small cattle Inventorized AbbaSaga Dr
485 73.2119 § 42B? [ ] ■Received1 By Urani [ 1
486 73.2300 IS IBa vi Ax Received By Ur-i§-Bau from Ur-igalim Dr
487 73.1331 [IS
ss
] 2 1 Small cattle Withdrawn From Puzur-Enlil Dr a-gis-ba-a
488 73.0641 Plaint For a lost tablet
489 73.2209 ss Small cattle Withdrawn From Sulgi-ili for offerings Dr
490 73.2073 AS 8Bm vii 15 Small cattle Withdrawn From Dugga Dr lugal Nibru^-Sfc gin-ne
491 73.2228 AS 8Bm viii Barley Loaned To Esur-ili by Ur-Sakidu Um
492 73.3160 AS 7Ba Harvesting Um
+ 73.2686 contract.
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494 73.2446 SS 1BA41 vi [Silver] [Loan] Ni
Double entry
495 73.2536 AS 5Bi ix Barley Loaned By Arad Um ki-su7 gub-temen-na
496 73.2452 $S 3Bd X [ ] Transferred From Dugga to Gudea Dr
497 73.1220 § 34Ba iii Small cattle Receipted By Baamu Dr
498 73.3148 Letter = TCS 1 ,114 (only seal)
499 73.3180 IS 2Bg vi Document
500 73.2229 Oil ration
501 73.2074 S46/AS3 guruS To bring a To the zikum Um
boat
502 73.2521 AS 8Bm viii Barley Loaned To Ur-sukkal by Lu-duga Um case
503 idem tablet
504 73.1343 $S 8Bp xi Barley Transferred From Irra-bani to MaSum Dr sd-dun §abra
505 73.2396 AS lBb X Dead small Transferred From Ur-NanSe to KaS Dr case
cattle
506 idem tablet
507 73.2339 $S 9Ba xii 3-[ ] Small cattle Withdrawn From $ul[gi-urumu] via Lu- Dr
Nanna
508 73.2275 $S Small cattle Withdrawn For offerings Dr S-gifi-ba-a

















NOTES TO THE REGISTER 
AND DESCRIPTION OF THE TEXTS
^a-ab-dug
[2]
3mu-us-sa ma-dara4 ba-ab-du8 
4ba-ab-dug




8Lagas month: munu4-ku 
9mu-us-sa ma ba-ab-dug 
10ba-dfm
nThe month se-gur10-ku5 is not attested 
in the year SS3 at Drehem 





17mu-us-sa e mu-us-sa-bi 
18mu-us-sa Ki-maskl mu-«tum»-us-sa 




23mu-us-sa ma dEn-ki-ka ba-dim 




28ma-dara4 dEn-ki ba-ab-dug 
29mu-us-sa ma dara4 abzu ba-ab-dug 
% u  en-dNanna Kar-da-eki 
31Ur-bi-i-lumkl
32mu-us-sa ma-dara4 dEn-ki ba-dfm 
33ma na-ru-a dEn-lfl ba-du 
% U  I-b l-dEN.ZU 
35mu Ur-bi-lumkl ba-sig 
% u  Si-mu-ru-um Lu-lu-bu a-ra 9-kam- 
as ba-hul
37mu-us-sa An-sa-an ba-hul 
■̂ iti ezem-ni-sag.
39ezem dInanna
40mu dI-b i-dE N .zu  lugal-e
41mu su-dEN.ZU lugal-am
50
CONCORDANCE OF ACCESSION NUMBERS
The numbers marked with an asterisk (*) were published in AUCTI.
AUAM TEXT AUAM TEXT AUAM TEXT AUAM TEXT
51.0003 13 73.0433 338 73.0511 238 73.0594 183
54.0002 477 73.0434 369 73.0512 242 73.0596 205
73.0377 351 73.0435 129 73.0513 349 73.0598 354
73.0378 146 73.0436 355 73.0514 244 73.0607 353
73.0384 51 73.0437 371 73.0519 239 73.0611 60
73.0385 264 73.0438 300 73.0520 348 73.0617 6
73.0386 110 73.0441 120 73.0521 243 73.0626 332
73.0387 292 73.0442 117 73.0523 362 73.0629 352
73.0388 177 73.0444 62 73.0533 339 73.0636 398
73.0389 45 73.0446 112 73.0538 186 73.0641 488
73.0393 267 73.0447 10 73.0543 63 73.0659 192
73.0396 176 73.0450 165 73.0544 346 73.0661 49
73.0397 133 73.0451 130 73.0548 46 73.0663 265
73.0398 113 73.0457 20 73.0549 247 73.0664 444
73.0401 4 73.0458 61 73.0551 66 73.0666 319
73.0402 108 73.0459 50 73.0555 359 73.0668 58
73.0403 35 73.0460 152 73.0556 345 73.0688 2
73.0404 64 73.0466 342 73.0557 337 73.0691 67
73.0406 193 73.0472 132 73.0559 1 73.0692 94
73.0407 39 73.0473 159 73.0560 15 73.0693 30
73.0408 115 73.0486 299 73.0561 316 73.0699 166
73.0409 191 73.0487 235 73.0562 344 73.0701 65
73.0410 3 73.0490 368 73.0563 87 73.0704 358
73.0411 478 73.0491 347 73.0565 77 73.0705 70
73.0412 153 73.0492 336 73.0567 171 73.0710 73
73.0413 148 73.0493 43 73.0572 184 73.0714 357
73.0414 236 73.0494 144 73.0576 8 73.0718 27
73.0415 271 73.0495 141 73.0577 343 73.0719 360
73.0416 170 73.0496 54 73.0578 124 73.0721 251
73.0417 365 73.0500 350 73.0579 197 73.0723 361
73.0419 181 73.0501 326 73.0580 356 73.0725 313
73.0422 340 73.0505 86 73.0581* 173 73.0727 114
73.0425 151 73.0506 276 73.0582* 172 73.0728 367
73.0426 174 73.0507 215 73.0583* 190 73.0730 121
73.0431 119 73.0509 84 73.0585* 341 73.0731 100
73.0432 41 73.0510 85 73.0589* 301 73.0736 22
51
52 CATALOGUE
AUAM TEXT AUAM TEXT
73.0738 96 73.0826* 123
73.0739 18 73.0830* 388
73.0742 217 73.0831 378
73.0744 24 73.0833 321
73.0745 32 73.0847 377
73.0746 376 73.0849 40
73.0750 52 73.0850 163
73.0751 157 73.0851 42
73.0755 302 73.0861 335
73.0760 28 73.0864 392
73.0762 387 73.0868 279
73.0763 375 73.0869 386
73.0765 374 73.0878 273
73.0767 256 73.0882 103
73.0771 278 73.0883 385
73.0776 187 73.0887 383
73.0777 248 73.0889 381
73.0777 249 73.0894 382
73.0778 471 73.0911 304
73.0778 472 73.0913 391
73.0779 380 73.0919 305
73.0780 327 73.0926 209
73.0788 33 73.0933 297
73.0789 372 73.0934 390
73.0791 128 73.0937 79
73.0792 260 73.0939 389
73.0795 167 73.0941 231
73.0801 275 73.0943 397
73.0803 47 73.0947 401
73.0804 139 73.0949 98
73.0805 107 73.0950 137
73.0806 303 73.0953 225
73.0807 373 73.0958 253
73.0808 48 73.0958 254
73.0809 379 73.0964 175
73.0812 331 73.0985 293
73.0814 53 73.0988 393
73.0816 102 73.0994 394
73.0817 104 73.0996 395
73.0819* 290 73.0999 283
73.0820* 277 73.1002 396
73.0822* 328 73.1004 363
73.0824* 5 73.1006 407
73.0825* 118 73.1023 44
AUAM TEXT AUAM TEXT
73.1025 252 73.1195 406
73.1030 400 73.1196 155
73.1037 71 73.1201 34
73.1039 412 73.1202 298
73.1044 294 73.1203 415
73.1051 399 73.1204 111
73.1052* 99 73.1206 69
73.1059 317 73.1212 414
73.1061 90 73.1214 466
73.1064 202 73.1220 497
73.1068 263 73.1222* 9
73.1075 323 73.1223 308
73.1101 384 73.1228* 97
73.1106 203 73.1229 418
73.1113 483 73.1235 140
73.1116 206 73.1239 138
73.1117 204 73.1252 324
73.1124 404 73.1255 17
73.1124 405 73.1257 180
73.1125 318 73.1259 25
73.1127 509 73.1264 116
73.1128 160 73.1267 26
73.1137 211 73.1268 136
73.1141 16 73.1269 195
73.1145 307 73.1270 68
73.1150 422 73.1273 162
73.1151 402 73.1277* 199
73.1152 280 73.1280* 210
73.1153 232 73.1288 143
73.1154 11 73.1289* 161
73.1155 234 73.1293 150
73.1158 178 73.1300* 258
73.1160 262 73.1310* 228
73.1168 135 73.1320 416
73.1170 403 73.1323 480
73.1172 93 73.1324 410
73.1175 156 73.1327* 112
73.1176 314 73.1331 487
73.1177 106 73.1332 188
73.1178 364 73.1334 198
73.1179 281 73.1337* 75
73.1186 409 73.1338 413
73.1187 182 73.1343 504
73.1194 408 73.1349 291
CONCORDANCE OF ACCESSION NUMBERS 53
AUAM TEXT AUAM -TEXT AUAM TEXT AUAM TEXT
73.1350 55 73.1679 429 73.1958 227 73.2126 158
73.1351 309 73.1694 37 73.1961 21 73.2133 446
73.1354 127 73.1701 105 73.1965 237 73.2134 101
73.1355 411 73.1734 330 73.1967 467 73.2135 230
73.1356 216 73.1770 268 73.1969 459 73.2138 74
73.1357 417 73.1782 142 73.1970 311 73.2142 201
73.1369 189 73.1783 428 73.1972 458 73.2145 441
73.1381 76 73.1788 134 73.1973 287 73.2149 475
73.1388 168 73.1792 92 73.1976 164 73.2155 213
73.1389 261 73.1793 220 73.1989 284 73.2162 440
73.1391 421 73.1795 427 73.2019 245 73.2163 31
73.1394 420 73.1796 469 73.2020 14 73.2178 439
73.1395 419 73.1798 426 73.2025 241 73.2181 269
73.1396 329 73.1799 425 73.2026 200 73.2184 229
73.1401 437 73.1800* 223 73.2031 274 73.2185 438
73.1406 436 73.1801 424 73.2034 457 73.2192 78
73.1409 218 73.1841 288 73.2035 315 73.2200 484
73.1417 59 73.1879 289 73.2042 456 73.2209 489
73.1418 12 73.1892 468 73.2044 88 73.2210 493
73.1419 95 73.1897 423 73.2046 455 73.2212 322
73.1422 285 73.1902 272 73.2056 473 73.2228 491
73.1424 435 73.1903 266 73.2057 454 73.2229 500
73.1427 434 73.1906 19 73.2059 72 73.2275 508
73.1429* 38 73.1908 57 73.2061 453 73.2300 486
73.1430* 91 73.1911 169 73.2065 109 73.2339 507
73.1460 194 73.1914 259 73.2069 212 73.2396 505
73.1478 295 73.1915 461 73.2072 452 73.2396 506
73.1542 145 73.1917 460 73.2073 490 73.2432 496
73.1551 224 73.1918 286 73.2074 501 73.2446 494
73.1553 36 73.1922 463 73.2080 312 73.2503 83
73.1564 432 73.1923 125 73.2087 29 73.2521 502
73.1569 433 73.1925 445 73.2089 89 73.2521 503
73.1574 431 73.1926 310 73.2094 450 73.2522 270
73.1586 470 73.1929 465 73.2094 451 73.2523 325
73.1596 430 73.1930 370 73.2097 208 73.2536 495
73.1610* 207 73.1931 462 73.2098 56 73.2537 131
73.1611 185 73.1932 126 73.2099 333 73.2538 154
73.1623 226 73.1934 464 73.2112 334 73.2539 7
73.1636* 80 73.1935 ' 474 73.2113 82 73.2686 492
73.1659 233 73.1939 214 73.2114 449 73.3012 250
73.1662 257 73.1943 442 73.2117 320 73.3146 482
73.1667 255 73.1946 219 73.2119 485 73.3148 498
73.1673 23 73.1948 221 73.2120 448 73.3155 366
73.1678 147 73.1949 443 73.2121 447 73.3156 196
54 CATALOGUE
AUAM TEXT AUAM TEXT AUAM TEXT AUAM TEXT
73.3160 492 73.3242 179 73.3250 222 73.3279 149
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1. bala ensi Babilikl, 177:4.
2. bala ensi Sipparki, 66:3; 67:5.
3. bala ensi Uru-sag-rig^, 413:39.
4. [bala] muhaldim, 161:10.
5. bala-a si-ga, 432:2.
6. bala-a zi-ga, 1:3; 109:6.
7. zi-ga bala-a, 290:2.
'8. Sa bala, 105:6; 218:5; 219:3; 221:3; 
255:6; 374:5; 474:8; 479:9.
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9. mubala-a-se, 6:4; 112:4.
[bar]-l<i a-Sa dInanna-ka, 311:3. 
bar-udu,
1. bar-udu mu-er10-ra, 191:2; 192:3; 
209:3; 212:2; 351:2.
2. bar-udu Su-gfd, 361:3.
3. sig bar-udu, 315:2. 
buru^ (ebur), 492:6. 
dam, 188:10. 
dam-gar, 203:3, 4. 
dara4-munus, 199:5. 
dib, ba-an-dib, 240:5.
dida sig5, 219:1; 221:1; 436:1. 
didli,
1. mu-tum didli, 298:2.
2. s&-dun didli, 312:5. 
di-ku5, 484:22.
diri,
1. ni diri, 6:2.
2. diri m-kag-ak, 432:3.
DU,
1. DU-a, 256:4.
2. DU gid-da, 499:5.
3. u-um-DU, 304:7. 
du8, im-da-dug-a, 309:5. 
dun ,
1. u-na-a-dun , 76:2; 323:2.
2. bf-in-dun , 406:9; 488:7. 
dub,
1. dub tur-re-dam, 310:5.
2. dub nimin-na, 153:2. 
dub-la dUtu gub-ba, 477:2. 
dub-sar,
1. dub-sar e-gal, 413:42.
2. dub-sar lugal, seal 488.
3. seal 1, 35; 75:12, 14; seal 82; 187
187:14; 188:15; 189:18; 190:14 
191: ; 192:8; 193:11; seal 193
194:13; 195:13; 196:9; 197:23 
198:56; 199:10; 200:11; seal 199 
200:11; 201:7; 202:16; seal 2Q3 
203:10; 205:14; 206:9; 208:8
209:7; 210:24; 211:10; seal 210 
212:7; 213:7; 214:10; 215:9; 216:8 
seal 217; seal 236; 237; 238; 240
241; 244; 247; 250; 253; 255; 256; 
259; 260; 260:3; seal 261; 266; 267; 
268; 269; 270; 271; 274; 277; 283; 
284; 286; 278; 288; 290; 294; 297; 
299; 303; 306; 310; 311; 312; 317; 
322; 324; 325; 326; 326:3, 11; seal 
328; 330; 333; 338; 339; 340; 
352:7; 350; 351:7; 358; 359; 360; 
361; 361:7; 362; 366; 367; 368; 
369; 370; 371; 374; 382; 383; 386; 
387; 389:4; 389; 390; 392; 393; 
395; 402; 408; 410; 413; 413:41; 
415; 418; 420; 422; 423; 424; 425; 
426; 427; 430; 434; 435; 436; 438; 
438:13; 439:7; 441:11; 438; 448; 
452; 454; 455; 457; 458; 459; 460; 
464; 470; 473; 478:11; 477; 483; 
490; 493; 498; 499c; 507; 508. 
ku5du10-gan 5 sila, 37:1. 
dug,
1. dug gfd-da, 222:2
2. dug dida, 219:1; 221:1; 436:1. 
dumu,
1. munus dumu, 71:35.
2. dumu dab5-ba Gfr-suki, seal 492; 
492:14.
3. dumu lugal, 213:2; 363:3; 416:17; 
454:3; 464:2; 484:8.
4. dumu munus Ur-dEn-lfl-M, 85:7.
5. dumu munus, 71:35; 508:16.
6. dumu sukkal-mah dAmar-dEN.ZU, 
71:30.
dusu,
1. dusu mta, 382:1.
2. dusu mta mu-2, 382:2.
V -e,
1. m6 e-a, 420:2.
2. fb-ta-d-a, 489:44. 
ebur, 492:6. 
e-dub-ba / e-ki3ib-ba,
1. e-dub-ba 6nsi, 362:2.
2. e-dub-ba Za-ri-iq, 362:4.





1. 6-gal, 71:33; 362:5; 417:2.
2. dub-sar e-gal, 413:42.
3. lu kd e-gal, 354:4.
4. siskur sa e-gal, 85:5; 100:4; 413:24. 
e-gi4-a,
1. e-gi4-a Ar-ba-tal lu Si-ma-num^, 
294:11.
2. e-gi4-a Ar-bi-tum, 196:3; 508:17.
3. e-gi4-a, 84:4. 
en,
1. en Eridu* 489:24, 43, 46.
2. en dInanna, 194:7.
3. en dNanna Kar-zi-da, 326:5. 
ensi,
1. ensi Adab^, 31:3; 187:1.
2. 6nsi Babili^, 177:4; seal 366.
3. ensi Ha-ma-ziki, 84:2.
4. ensi I-sim-d$ul-giki, 253:1; 254:2.
5. ensi Mar-da^, 230:5.
6. ensi Sippar^, 66:3; 67:5; 484:37.
7. ensi Ummaki, 187:2; seal 285; 
297:4; 307:4; 492:12.
8. 6nsi Urumki, 437:3; seal 437.
9. ensi Uru-sag-rig7ki, 413:39.
10. ensi, 65:2; 67:7; 187:8; 190:8; 
198:47; 210:15; 216:1; 285:8;
362:2; seal 406; 484:24; 496:4.
erim, nam-erim, 413:17.
erin,
1. 6rin d&/-dEN.ZU.ni-hiki, 198:14.
2. sa-gal 6rin, 449:2.
3. 6rin 484'.passim. 
e-ru dSdra, 239:3. 
esir babbar, 433:1.
kuSe-sir zabar-da ku4-ra, 489:30. 
eSa, 217:3; 474:4. 
e§-a-ab-du, 280:4; seal 280.
6 S-eS,
1. 6s-6S e-u4-15, 327:2.
2. es-6S u4-sakar, 45:2; 177:3; 344:6; 
438:7.
3. eS-6S, 111:6; 
eSsad, 479:6.
ezem,
1. ezem gu4-si-su, 102:7.
2. ezem-mah, 13:5.
3. iti ezem-ni-sag, 471:4; 472:4. 
gada,
1. gada gin sumun, 285:4.
2. gada gin, 443:1.
3. gada, 355:5. 
ga-har, 330:1.
gal, adj., tir gal-gal, 256:2. 




3. in-da-gal, 439:5. 
gala,
1. gala mah Uri^, seal 237.
2. nam-gala, 42:3.
3. gala, 199:1; 324:3; 484:41. 
ga-nun gis-ab-ba1", 348:4. 
^gan-ur-ra, 435:2.
gar, ga-gar, ga-ga-ar,
1. ma ba-a-gar, 433:3.
2. zabar gar-ra, 335:2.
3. ma-a ba-a-ga-ar, 490:7.
4. udu md-a gd-gar, 169:2.
5. ma§ ga-ga, 263:2.
6. ma§ gd-ga-dam, 439:2.
7. ma-a gd-ar, 169:2. 
ga-Se-a, 413:2, 31, 37. 
gasam, 441:2.
geme,
1. geme 30 sila, 477:1.
2. geme, 424:1; 458:1. 
gi,
1. gi-gilim, 420:1.
2. gi mu, 239:1.
3. gi-ru-us, 408:1.
4. gi zi, 250:2.
5. gis gi, 369:2.
6. sa gi, 348:1; 374:1. 
gi4,
1. ki-bi gi4-a, 483:35; 484:47.




1. md gfd-da, 458:4.
2. gfd-da, 499:5. 
gi-gur,
1. gi-gur 60 sila-ta zi ba-ba, 426:1.
2. gi-gur EN gir nu du-a, 474:2.
3. gi-gur dub, 474:1.
gin,
1. gin-na, 299:2.
2. u4 i-gin-na-a, 324:4.
3. lugal Nibruki-Se gin-ne, 490:6. 
gfn, weight, 479:8.
gi6-par4, 489:42.
gir, responsible, 1:4; 2:5; 7:1, 2; 17:5 
24:5; 27:4; 30:6; 32:4; 42:6; 45:10 
47:2; 51:4; 53:3; 61:2; 65:4; 67:4 
70:2; 71:52, 55; 72:3; 74:2; 80:2, 4 
81:3; 95:16; 99:9; 100:7; 105:4 
135:1; \2>l\passim\ 145:4; 169:3 
187:14; 188:15; 189:18; 190:14 
191:7; 192:8; 193:11; 194:13
195:13; 196:9; 197:22, 23; 199:10 
200:11; 202:16; 201:7; 203:10 
204:8, 9; 205:14; 206:9; 207:6 
208:8; 209:7; 210:24; 211:10
212:7; 213:3, 7; 214:10; 215:9 
216:8; 227:5; 230:2, 3; 267:2 
271:7; 292:1; 294:24, 12, 16, 30 
306:3; 324:17; 328:11; 333:6
344:11; 351:7; 362:6; 365:5; 381:7 
382:4; 390:4; 391:9; 413:41; 415:7 
403:7; 438:13; 439:6; 441:11
458:6; 478:11; 480:38; 487:15
489:53; 484'.passim; 507:20
508:19.





^gu-za keS-da, 335:1. 
gis-kin-ti, Sabra--, 271:5.
^tukul zabar-dab5, 99:12. 
gis u-bil-ld, 376:1. 
s^r-ra, 464:1.
eV Sub, 455:1. 
gu kilib, 250:2.
gu, weight, 192:2; 209:1; 269:1; 309:3, 6; 
340:1; 361:1, 2; 375:1; 376:1; 
408:1; 433:1. 
gu-NE, 480:3, 9; 489:3. 
gu-(un),
1. gu ma-da, 198:24.
2. tug gu-na, 260:1; 264:2; 338:1; 
421:1.
3. gu-un, 458:2.
gu . . .  d6, gu ba-an-de, 323:6. 
gu4,
1. gu4 gi$ su-gfd, 488:1.
2. gu4 mu-1, 49:2.
3. gu4 niga, 1:1; 71:24; 85:1, 3; 188:i; 
196:1; 326:1; 379:1; 391:1; 454:1.
4. sipa gu4 niga, seal 236.
5. gu4 niga 3-kam uS, 83:1.
6. gu4 Su-gfd, 86:1; 93:5.
7. gu4 u, 1:2; 6:5; 210:1; 416:1; 454:2.
8. gu4, 5:1; 13:1, 9; e tc . . . .  
gub, see mas, munusasgar, sila4. 
gub,
1. e-duru5 gub-ba, 276:5.
2. ki-suT-ra gub-ba, 238:2.
3. sfskur ^nd gub-ba, 196:2.
4. md-a gub-ba, 389:3.
5. mar-sa-a gub-ba, 448:2.
6. dub-id gub-ba, 477:2. 
gu4-e-us-sa, see udu—. 
gukkal,
1. gukkal niga 3-kam uS, 103:11.
2. gukkal niga 4-kam us, 197:2.
3. gukkal u, 210:2.
4. gukkal Su-gfd, 23:1.
gu-la, sfskur gu-la, 89:5; 276:3; 294:5. 
gur, gur lugal, 241:1; 249:1; 293:1; 
317:1; 394:1; 397:1; 405:1; 407:1; 
425:1; 453:1; 456:1. 
gur,
1. gu-ru-da, 492:7.
2. sila-ta gur-ra, 383:4; 384:9.
gur7,
1. gurr bi-S^ gu-ru-da, 492:7.
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2. gur7-a tag4-a, 358:2. 
gur10, see Se-gur10.
guruS, 238:1; 256:1; 259:36, 37; 299:1;
311:2; 434:1; 448:1; 501:1. 
gu-za-ld, 140:2; seal 388; 393:2. 
uruduha-bu6-da, 486:1. 
ha-lu-ub, 335:2. 
s 5haShur, 469:1. 
hul, 492:9. 
hun,
1. A mA hun-g&, 242:3.
2. ba-hun-ga, 489:47. 
i, oil, i-bi, 259:38. 
i-dub a-Sa hi-gal, 356:6. 
i-giS, 246:1; 500:1. 
i-du8, 75:9.
igi-du8, 502:4; 503:4. 
ig i . . .ga l ,
1. mfiS ig i . . .  g<il, see sub m&>.




1. Se lb-fl, 424:2.
2. gu-un . . .  fl-ga, 458:4. 
ilx (kAr ), a-gi6-ilx-la, 403:4. 
im, im ku-ge, 284:2. 
imgaga (zig AN), 305:1. 
inim, inim . . .  ta, 254:7. 
inim-ma, 401:3.
iti,
1. iti ezem-kin? 447:6.
2. iti ezem ni-sag, 471:4; 472:4.
3. iti izi-izi-gar, 403:8. 
kA,
1. kA gi6-par4, 489:42.
2. lu kA 6-gal, 354:4.
kag, SID,
1. ni-kag-ak, 470:6.
2. diri ni-kag-ak, 432:3. 
ka x sa = su6, 269:1. 
ka-Segg, 294:22.
kaS,
1. kaS gin, 223:2, 5.
2. ka3 sig5, 218:1; 223:1.
kaS . . .  de, kaS in-na-i-d6-a, 508:18.
kaS-de-a Lu-dNanna, 68:2.
ka§4, 87:9; 95:19; 391:3; 399:2; 465:2;
487:4.
ki,
1. ki dEN ,zu, 465:40.
2. ki dNa-na-a, 508:18.
3. ki dUtu ba-a-gal, 489:40.
4. ki Du-du-§6 fb-ta-e-a, 489:44.
5. ki-bi gi4-a, 483:35; 484:47.
6. ki-ba si-gi4-de, 283:2.
ki-Ag, lukur ki-Ag lugal, seal 321, seal 
322.
ki-a-nag Ur-dNammu, 413:4. 
skid,
1. <gi>kid nir-um, 493:1.
2. ^kid 3u-ma, 255:1. 
kin-gi4-a, see lu -, sila4--, udu-. 
kirn,
1. kirn -ga lu-SU, 198:31.
2. kirn , 127:3.
3. kiru Su-gid, 127:3. 
kislah, 329:6.
ki-suy-ra gan Ur-gu gub-ba, 238:2. 
ki§ib,
1. ki£ib-as-a, 242:4.
2. kiSib ensi, 285:7.
3. kiSib lu-bi-ne, 254:9.
4. kiSib fb-ra, 262:8; 279:7; 303:5; 
446:6.
5. kigib sipa ur-gi7-ra-ka, 75:27.
6. kiSib Sabra, 506:5.
7. kigib nu-tuk, 253:5; 254:6.
8. kiSib zi-zi-dam, 304:8
9. kigib, 1:5; 4:3; 20:3; 22:6; 29:2;
34:3; 39\passim\ 41 \passim\ 45:7; 
46:2; 52:3; 63:3; 66:5; 67:9; 70:4; 
72:5; 15\passim; 78:6; 79:9; 80:6; 
104:5; 106:4; 107:5; 108:7; 110:5;
111:9; 112:7; 116:4; 122:4; 125:4;
132:4; 133:5; 134:4; 136:4; 142:4;
144:5; 148:7; 152:6; 154:4; 156:4;
158:7; 170:4; 176:5; 177:7; 182:4;
186:9; 217:5; 218:1, 4; 219:1; 
221:1; 220:4; 222:5; 223:6; 224:3;
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227:4; 230:7; 238:4; 239:5; 240:2; 
242:6; 247:4; 257:3; 260:3; 269:2; 
281:5; 284:4; 285:7; 290:5; 291:2; 
292:3; 299:3; 300:3; 301:4; 307:6; 
311:5; 314:3; 338:3; 348:3; 356:8; 
358:4; 362:7; 363:5; 365:6; 369:5; 
373:5; 374:3; 379:3; 384:2; 393:6; 
419:6; 420:4; 421:11; 423:5; 424:4; 
426:4; 434:6; 436:3; 448:4; 454:7; 
458:7; 460:5; 464:5; 469:3; 474:7; 
477:4; 479:10; seal 480; 488:4; 
379:3; 493:4; 496:5; 497:1; 501:4. 
ku,
1. ku-babbar, 263:1; 320:1; 334:1; 
337:1; 357:1; 360:1; 481:1.
2. ku-b6bbar, 471:1; 472:1.
3. ku-bi, 251:2, 4; 313:2, 4; 350:2; 
373:2; 378:2; 423:3.
4. ku giS, 412:3.




2. e dGu-la-Se i-in-ku4-ra-a, 489:26.
3. lugal ku4-ra, see lugal--.
4. nam-gala-S6 i-in-ku4-ra-a, 42:3. 
^kum  / ^gaz, 323:3.
kun-zi-da dub-16 dUtu, 477:2. 
kur, sig kur-ra, 251:1. 
kurusda,
1. arad kurusda, seal 315.
2. kuruSda, seal 1; 3:2; 4:3; 15:pas- 
sim; seal 104; seal 276; seal 297; 
seal 300; seal 389; seal 402; seal 
494.
3. e-kuruSda, 277:6. 
kuS,
1. kuidu10-gan 5 sila, 37:1.
2. kuSe-sir, 489:30.
3. kus m6s-gaba, 372:2.
4. kuS udu-niga, 372:1.
5. kuS udu Sum-ma dNin-Subur, 
372:3.
kus7,
1. ku$7 lugal, seal 351; seal 441; 478.
2. ku§7, 65:4; 76:17; 161:9; 188:5; 




1. 16-u* mu-tum, 307:2.
2. 16-u* su-ga, 382:3.
3. 16-u* S6-mu-er10, 496:2.
4. la-Ux, 297:4; 302:1; 384:10; 428:3; 
479:1.
lu,
1. lu 6zlag, 286:10; seal 355; 427:4.
2. lu Gfr-su^, 218:2.
3. lu inim-ma, 263:8; 329:9.
4. lu k6 e-gal, 354:4.
5. lu ki-inim-ma, 245:7; 246:8.
6. lu kin-gi4-a lugal, 484:21.
7. lu kin-gi4-a, 412:10.
8. lu lunga, 396:4.
9. lu Ma-rfki, 223:3; 294:25.
10. lu Nam-ha-ni, 271:4.
11. lu dNanna, seal 314 (perhaps 
Lu-dNanna).
12. lu dNanna-i-gi ku^, 75:17.
13. lu §uku-ra, 96:5, 8; 193:6; 487:9.
14. lu §i-ma-numki, 294:11.
15. lu-Sim, seal 396.
16. lu ur-ra, 326:2.
17. lu-us-sa, 223:4.
18. lu Wa-ta-ru-um, 462:4.




lu-mah dNin-hur-sag, 403:2. 
lu-u18-um niga sig5, 210:20. 
lugal,
1. lugal-e in-tag, 206:5.
2. lugal Nibruki-se gin-ne, 490:6.
3. lugal ku4-ra Nibru^, 508:3.
4. lugal ku4-ra sfskur gu-la, 89:6; 
480:22.
5. lugal ku4-ra, 71:28, 49; 83:4; 89:6; 
91:5; 101:9; 102:8; 194:3; 201:4; 
202:11; 266:3; 294:6; 328:7; 344:7;
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399:12; 413:16; 438:8; 465:41; 
478:5; 508:3. 
lukur,
1. lukur ki-dg lugal, seal 321; seal 
322.
2. lukur, seal 313. 
lulim,
1. lulim niga, 102:1, 4.
2. lulim mta niga, 438:1. 
md,
1. md d-a, 420:2.
2. md-a ba-a-ga-ar, 490:7.
3. md-a gd-ar, 169:2.
4. md gid-da, 458:4.
5. md gin-na, 299:2.
6. md-a gub-ba, 389:3.
7. d md-hun-ga, 242:3.
8. md siskur Unugki, 255:3.
9. md zi-gum-ma, 501:2. 
ma-da, gu ma-da, 198:24. 
md-gm, 318:5.





1. mar-sa-a gub-ba, 448:2.
2. mar-sa-a3, 369:3. 
mas, sibtu,
1 . ’mdS igi . . . gdl, 248:2; 249:2; 
262:2; 293:2; 317:2; 385:2; 394:2; 
397:2; 398:2; 400:2; 404:2; 405:2; 
407:2; 444:2; 456:2; 491:2; 502:2; 
503:2.
2. mdS-bi 1 gur 100 sila, 296:2; 329:2; 
447:2 (mas>).
3. mas-bi, 442:2, 3; 447:2.
4. mdS gur-ra 100 sila-bi, 467:2.
5. mdS ga-gd-dam, 439:2.
6. mds 5 <gm> 1 grn-ta ga-ga, 263:1.
7. md£ 5 <gfn> 1 gm, 357:2.
8. mds nu-tuk, 386:2; 495:2.
9. mdS 100 sila-ta, 450:2; 451:2. 
maS, puhadu,
1. m k  gaba, 8:1; 22:2; 28:1; 204:3;
393:1.
2. mdS gal babbar, 459:2.
3. md£ gal lu-SU niga, 103:1. ■
4. mdS gal niga gu4-e-us-sa, 95:18; 
197:6; 507'.passim.
5. md§ gal niga sig5,. 101:3.
6. md§ gal niga 4-kam u§, 205:5; 
416:2.
7. md3 gal niga, 88:1; 95:3; 328:3; 
410:3, 12.
8. mdS gal sa 3, 135:2.
9. mdSgal-Su-gfd, 127:4; 180:1.
10. mdS gal u Su-gfd, 59:1; 77:2, 6.
11. mdS gal u, 12:2; 14:2; 77:2; 188:8; 
189:12; 210:3; 324:2; 428:2.
12. maS gal, 21:1; 42:1; 48:1; 79:3; 
88'.passim; 143:1; 160:1; 229:1; 
244:2; 300:1; 318:1.
13. maS gub 48:7.
14. mdS <gal> lu-SU, 172:1.
15. md§, 4:1; 6:8; 7:2; 11:3; 13:3; 15:1; 
19:1; 24:1; 26:2; 32:1; 44:1; 45'.pas­
sim', 49:8; 53:3; 63:1; 64:1; 69:3; 
71:2; e tc . . . .
mdS-da-ri-a,
1. mdS-da-ri-a en dNanna, 326:5.
2. mas-da-ri-a, 13:4. 
maSda,
1. maSda munus, 190:2; 215:1; 483:3.
2. masda nita, 190:1; 202:passim; 
344:4; 438:2, 5.
3. masda, 94:2; 102:2, 5.
4. see amar-masda.
maSkim, 84:5; 85:8; 88:8; 92:3; 93:3; 
95:20; 99:5, 10, 13; 100:5; 103:10; 
196:4; 197:15; 294:16, 21, 27; 
295:5; 324:5; 349:6; 391:4; 393:5; 
399:3, 21; 413:27, 29; 417:4; 437:5; 
441:7; 452:6; 459:6; 465:passim; 
480:36, 39; 483:31; 487:11; 490:8; 
484:43; A0%‘.passim.
mu lugal i-pad, 248:3; 249:4; 265:6; 
283:7; 307:9; 309:8; 317:3; 319:9; 
320:7; 327:5; 404:3; 405:6; 406:10; 
463:6; 471:6; 472:5; 492:11; 499:7.
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mu . . . Sfc, 6:4; 67:5; 71:30, 35; 75:20; 
84:8; 85:7; 87:9; 88:7; 95:19; 96:3, 
5,- 8; 98:5; 100:7; 112:4; 140:2; 
193:5, 6; 229:2; 252:2; 262:7; 
279:6; 288:2; 295:4; 318:2; 326:5; 
335:2; 441:2, 5; 349:5; 399:2; 
413:18; 441:2, 5; 459:5; 465:2; 
478:9; 484:20; 484:37; 487:4, 9; 
489:34; 508:9.
mu-DU (mu-tum, mu-er10-(ra)),
1. mu-tum dAmar-dEN.ZU, 121:3.
2. mu-tum didli, 298:2.
3. mu-tum lugal, 188:12; 195:10; 
203:7; 205:11; 216:5; 281:2.
4. mu-tum, 67:8; 107:2; 135:3;
187:12; 189:16; 190:12; 191:4;
192:5; 199:8; 200:9; 210:22; 211:7; 
212:4; 213:5; 214:7; 250:3; 304:2; 
307:2; 310:2; 382:6; 393:5; 418:3.
5. mu-er10-ra, 191:2; 192:3; 212:2.
6. s>a-mu-er10-ra-ta, 201:5; 202:12;
215:5; 483:32; 484:44.
7. sa-mu-tum, 496:2. 
mu-du-lum, ba-sur mu-du-lum, 91:8;
103:12.
muhaldim,
1. muhaldim lugal, seal 266; seal 
327; seal 409; 415:5.




1. sfskur ^nd  gub-ba, 196:2.
2. u4 nd-a-ka-ni, 208:4. 
na4,
1. na4 1 gu, 209:2.
2. na4, 192:2; 361:2. 
naga si-e, 287:1. 
nam,
1. nam-erim e dNin-urta, 413:17.
2. nam-gala, 42:3.
3. nam-nu-banda, 428:7.
4. nam-arad-da-ni, 309:4. 
nar,
1. nar sukkal, 318:4.
2. nar, 100:8; 444:4; 484:42. 
n i.a .ka (nag) lugal, 218:2. 
ni,
1. ni diri, 6:2.
2. ni ezem-mah, 13:5.
ni-ba lugal, 64:2; 194:10; 197:17; 324:7. 
ni-dab5,
1. ni-dab5 a-tu5-a, 208:4.
2. ni-dab5 d& -dEN.ZU, 203:5.
3. ni-dab5, 247:2. 
ni-SiD-ak, 432:3; 470:6.
ninda, measure of length, 420:1. 
nin-dingir,
1. nin-dingir dNin-gilin, 189:14.
2. nin-dingir dNin-gi4-lf-in, 439:3.
3. nin-dingir dNin-gi4-lf, 386:3.
nu, negation, 253:5; 254:6; 319:7; 383:3;
384:9; 386:2; 492:passim. 
nu-banda,
1. nu-banda dumu-dab5-ba, seal 492; 
492:3.
2. nu-banda gu4, 239:14.
3. nu-banda Lu-lu-buki-ke4-ne, 
413:18.
4. nu-banda, 75:4; 189:9; 195:3, 9; 
198:10, 18, 38; 200:6; seal 245; 
248:5; 249:5; seal 308; 404:5; 
405:4; 463:3; 492:13.
5. nam-nu-banda, 428:7. 
nu-^kirig, seal 412.
pad,
1. mu lugal i-pad, see sub mu lugal.
2. 488:10; 489:25.
^pisan, 362:1, 3.
^ e S , 466:1?.
qar-du, (only from AS 7 to AS 9),
1. qar-du dAmar-dEN.zu, 459:5.
2. qar-du 295:4; seal 318; 349:5.
ra, kisib fb-ra, 262:8; 279:8; 303:6; 
446:6.
ra-gaba, 294:21; 508:10. 
ri-ri-ga, 460:3.
s6 . . .  dun , sfi nu-ub-da-ab-be-a, 492:5. 
sa,
1. sa gi, 348:1; 369:1; 374:1.
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2. sa ^ma-nu, 302:1. 
sd-dun ,
1. s£-dun dBe-la-at-suh-nir, 390:2.
2. <s£-dun > dBe-la-at-tir-ra-ba-an, 
390:3.
3. s£-dun didli, 312:5.
4. s£-dun dEn-ki-nir-gal, 66:2.
5. ScL-dun dgu-za dEn-lfl-la, 430:3.
6. s£-duu lugal, 6:2.
7. sd-dun ur-ra, 435:3.
8. udu sk-duu Sabra, 476:6; 504:2. 
sa10, in-Si-sa10, 282:5.
sagi,
1. sagi ka3, 379:3.
2. sagi lugal, 71:32; seal 380.
3. sagi, 81:3; 85:8; 92:3; 93:3; 99:5, 
10, 13; 100:5; 103:10; 196:4; 
197:15; 294:16; seal 341; 341:5; 
380:7; 399:21; seal 406; 413:27; 
seal 416; 417:4; 440:4; seal 440; 
452:6; 465:28, 33; seal 473; 480:36; 
489:49; 497:1; 508'.passim.
sahar,
1. Sa sahar, 425:2.
2. 311:1.
salal-hu-ba, seal 364. 
sanga,
1. sanga dNin-gfr-su, seal 267.
2. sanga dNin-marki, 356:7. 
sa12-du5, seal 422.
si-ga, bal-a si-ga, 432:2.
s fg ,
1. sfg bar-udu, 315:2.
2. sfg gi, 191:1; 192:1; 209:1; 212:1; 
220:1; 251:3; 265:1; 313:3.
3. sfg gfr-gul, 361:1.
4. sfg gfr, 351:1.
5. sfg gu-udu, 315:1.
6. sfg kuw a gibil, 373:1.
7. sfg kur-ra, 251:1; 313:1; 350:1.
8. sfg sig5, 247:1.
9. sfg udu, 220:2.
10. [sfg], 301:1.
s i . . .  gl4,
1. si-gi4-da, 492:10.
2. si-ki-dam, 450:3; 451:3.
3. si-gi4-de, 248:2; 249:2; 262:3;
293:2; 385:2; 392:4; 394:2; 397:2; 
398:2; 400:2; 405:2; 407:2; 444:2; 
474:5; 491:2.
4. ki-ba si-gi4-de, 283:3.
5. si-gi4, 456:2. 
si-i-tum, 303:2.
sila-ta gur-ra, 383:3; 384:9. 
sila4,
1. sila4 gaba, 204:2; 228:1; 414:1.
2. sila4 gub, 48:5.
3. sila4 kin-gi4-a, 413:28, 34.
4. sila4-ga lu-SU, 198:30.
5. sila4 niga, 473:2.
6. sila4 nfta, 367:1.
7. sila4 su-gfd, 96:4.
8. sila4, 3:1; 1 l:passim; 27:1; 30:1; 
31:1; 35:1; 41:1; 45passim', 48'.pas­
sim; 49:7; 53passim\ 61:1; 62:1; 
69:2; 79:4; 90:2; 105:1; 106:1; 
107:1; 230'.passim.
sipa,
1. sipa gu4 niga, seal 231; seal 236.
2. sipa gu4, seal 275.
3. sipa lugal, seal 225; seal 227.
4. sipa na-kab-tum, seal 35.
5. sipa Tum-ma-alki, 470:3.
6. sipa udu niga, seal 365.
7. sipa ur-gi7, 41:11; 75:27.
8. sipa, 169:3; 312:3; 337:3; seal 377. 
sfskur,
1. sfskur alan-na, 87:6; 93:1.
2. sfskur dDa-gart u dIs-ha-ra, 83:2.
3. sfskur gi6, 480:35.
4. sfskur gu-la, 89:5; 276:3; 294:5; 
480:22; 489:17.
5. sfskur dInanna s>a e-gal, 417:2.
6. sfskur ki-dEN.zu, 465:40.
7. sfskur ^ n a  gub-ba, 196:2.
8. sfskur dNin-e-gal, 436:4.
9. sfskur sa e-gal, 85:5; 100:4; 413:24.
10. ma sfskur Unugki, 255:3.
su-(ga),
1. su-su-da, 265:5; 492:6.
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5. la-ux su-ga, 382:3.
6. Su-gfd su-ga, 10:2.
su, su-su-dam, 320:6; 481:5. 
su6 (KAxSA), 269:1.
<ki>-su7-ra a-Sa nun-na, 434:2. 
sukkal,
1. sukkal lugal, seal 252; 252:4.
2. sukkal mah dAmar-dEN.ZU, 71:30.
3. sukkal mah, 13:6; 34:2 (kiSib).
4. sukkal, 75:7; 193:7; 294:12, 26; 
295:5; 309:11; 318:4; 324:5; 349:6; 
465:3; 480:38, 39.
sum,
1. sum-mu-da, 309:6; 327:3.




1. sa &-gi6-[fl-la], 232:2.
2. s>a bala, see sub bala.
3. Sa e-duru5, 294:23.
4. Sa e-gal, 85:6.
5. Sa ia-ux, 29:1.
6. Sa mdS-da-ri-a, 13:4.
7. sa mu-er10-ra-ta, 201:5; 202:12; 
215:5; 484:44.
8. Sanu-zu, 383:3; 384:9.
9. sa sahar, 425:2.
10. Sa udu 6nsi, 297:4.
11. Sa, 1:9; 53:passim.
12. ld-Ux Sa-mu-tum, 496:2.
13. 1 mdS Sa 3, 76:3.
14. 2 mdS-gal Sa 3, 135:2.
Sa-bi-ta, 494:1.
Sabra,
1. Sabra dIr-da, 403:3.
2. Sabra giS-kin-ti, 271:5.
3. Sabra dNin-lfl, 403:1.
4. kiSib Sabra, 506:5.
5. udu Sct-dun Sabra, 476:6.
6. 75:18; 190:7; 198:46; 200:2; 253:3;
254:4; seal 325; seal 371; 372:5; 
425:5; 504:2.
Sa13-dub-ba, seal 458; 477:4.
Sa-gal,
1. Sa-gal erin, 449:2.
2. Sil-gal Sah, 333:5.
Saggina,
1. Saggina Umma^, seal 325.
2. Saggina, 458:2.
Sa-ge-gurr a,
1. Sa-ge-gwy-a lugal, 489:36.
2. Sa-ge-gurr a, 103:8.
&-gu4,
1. sa-gu4 dGu-la, 419:3.
2. Sa-gu4 Sa sahar, 425:2. 
sah,
\  Sah gi, 333:5.
2. Sah niga, 481:1.
Sam Sah niga, 481:1.
Sar-ra-ab-du, 71:55; 204:8; 324:18;
344:12; 391:10; 438:13; 489:53. 
Sa-tam, 71:56; 196:9; 197:22; 204:9;
324:17; seal 489.
Se, se’u,
1. Se lugal (barley measured with the
royal measure), 356:1; 366:1;
385:1; 398:1; 449:1.
2. Se, 224:1; 240:1; 241:1; 242:2;
248:1; 249:1; 262:1; 283;1, 2; 
293:1; 296:1; 303:1; 304:2; 314:1;
317:1; 319:1; 331:1; 332:1; 333:1;
346:1; 368:1; 386:1; 394:1; 397:1;
404:1; 405:1; 407:1; 411:1; 424:2;
425:1; 429:1; 434:3; 439:1; 442:1,
3; 444:1; 447:1; 450:1; 451:1;
453:1; 456:1; 491:1; 504:1; 509:1.
3. Se zi-ga, 434:4.
4. Se-ba Sa-gu4 Sa-sahar, 425:2.
5. Se-ba zag-mu, 286:1; 286:10.
6. Se-bi, 245:2; 246:2; 265:2; 279:2;
352:2; 446:2.
7. Se-bi sa nu-ub-da-ab-b6-e, 492:5.
8. Se-sag-ku5, iti Se-sag-ku5, 388:5; 
425:6.
9. Se ur5, 280:1; 304:2; 356:1; 329:1;
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397:2; 400:1; 401:1; 407:2; 456:2; 
467:1; 495:1; 502:1; 503:1.
Se-giS-i, 406:1.
Se-gur10.
1. Se-gur10-Se-gur10-dam, 492:2, 4.
2. nu-u-Se-gur10, 492:8.
Seg9-bar, Seg9-bar nita niga, 344:1, 3; 
438:4.
SeS ensi, 31:3.
Sid , see ni-SiD.
Sim,
1. Sim gin, 340:1.
2. Sim, 375:1.




Su . . .  bar, Su he-bar-re, 323:7.
Su . . .  gi4, Su-a gi4-gi4-dam, 412:4. - 
Su-gid,
1. Ab Su-gid, 483:26.
2. bar-udu Su-gid 361:3.
3. gu4-giS Su-gid, 488:1.
4. gu4 Su-gid, 93:5; 268:2.
5. gukkal Su-gid, 23:1.
6. m£S Su-gid, 15:1.
7. mdS gal u Su-gid, 59:3; 77:6.
8. sila4 Su-gid, 77:3.
9. u8 u Su-gid, 59:3.
10. u8 Su-gid, 67:2.
11. udu hi-a Su-gid, 2:1; 10:2.
12. udu maS hi-a Su-gid, 104:1.
13. udu u Su-gid, 58:1.
14. uz Su-gid, 129:2.
15. uz u Su-gid, 9:2.
16. Su-gid e-muhaldim, 225:2.
17. Su-gid su-ga, 10:2.
18. Su-gid, 2:1; 6:11; 9:3; 15:1; 55:1
56:1; 60:1; 69:4; 77:8; 79:6; 86:3 
87:1; 96:3, 4; 104:2; 112:4; 127:6
128:4; 139:1; 148:4; 152:3; 157:3
158:3; 161:7; 162:2; 177:3; 178:2
180:1; 186:5; 225:2; 226:2; 295:3
228:2; 268:2; 349:4; 402:3; 441:6
447:6; 459:4; 483:8; 487:8; 490:5.
[Su]-ha, 421:10.
Su-i, seal 476.
Suku, lu-Suku, 96:5, 8.
Su-ld-a, 253:4; 254:5; 387:2.
Su . . .  sum, Su sum-mu-d&, 323:4.
Sum, udu Sum-ma dNin-Subur, 372:3. 
Su-nir-dEn-lil-ld, 465:19.
Sur, ba-Sur, 91:8; 103:12.
Su . . .  ti,
1. Su ba-ab-ti, 407:6.
2. Su ba-an-ti, 191:6; 204:7; 207:5; 
248:6; 249:6; 250:6; 251:7; 262:6; 
291:5; 313:7; 343:5; 373:4; 378:5; 
394:5; 401:4; 404:6; 405:5; 406:4; 
408:4; 412:7; 444:5; 447:5; 486:5; 
509:4.
3. Su ba-ti-eS, 337:5.
4. Su ba-ti-eS, 360:5. 
tab, 319:8; 406:11.
tag, lugal-e in-tag, 206:5. 
tag4,
1. ib-tag4 mu-tum didli, 298:2.




2. tug bar-tug 4-kam uS, 355:1.
3. tug gu-na, 260:1; 264:2; 338:1; 
421:1.
4. tug guz-za uS-bar, 355:3.
5. tug ni-l&m 4-kam uS, 355:2.
6. tug Sa-ga-du gin KA.AH, 285:3.
7. tug dSara kar-ra, 285:5.
8. tug u-kal, 419:1.
9. tug uS-bar tug gu-na, 264:1.
10. tug uS-bar tur, 285:1.
11. tug uS-bar tur KA.AH, 285:2.
12. tug uS-bar, 355:4.
tuk, mdS nu-tuk, 386:2; 495:2.
^tukul zabar-dab5, 99:12. 
tukumbi, 319:7; 492:8. 
turn, u4 . . .  i-ba-an-tum-ma, 84:4. 





u ^asal, 256:4. 
u-tir babbar lugal, 423:1. 
u4,
1. u4 dumu-Iugal i-[ ], 416:17.
2. u4 en Eriduki a-ra-zu pad-da, 
489:24.
3. u4 en Eriduki, 489:43.
4. u4 Gir-su^-se i-gin-na-a, 324:4.
5. u4 i-ba-an-tum-ma-a, 84:4.
6. u4 ki-dUtu ba-a-gal, 489:40.
7. u4 na-a-ka-ni, 208:4.
8. u4 nam-gala-§e i-in-ku4-ra-a, 42:3. 
u4-sakar, 45:2; 177:3; 344:6; 438:7.
u8,
1. u8 bar-gdl, 460:1.
2. u8 gi, 459:1.
3. u8 hur-sag, 199:4.
4. u8 pe£, 476:1.
5. u8 sila4 nu-a, 6:7; 40:1; 67:1; 108:4.
6. u8 su-gid, 67:2.
7. u8 u, 33:2; IV.passirrv, 204:1; 487:2.
8. u8 u Su-gid, 59:2.
9. u8, 36:1; 74:1; 108:3. 
udu,
1. udu a-lum, 158:1; 162:1; 266:1, 2.
2. udu a-lum niga sig5, 194:1.
3. udu a-lum u, 210:2.
4. udu a-lum niga 3-kam u£, IV.pas- 
sim; 187:5; 189:1.
5. udu a-lum niga 4-kam u§, l\\pas- 
sim ; 197:3; 205:4.
6. udu bar-gal u, ll:passim.
7. udu e-muhaldim, 73:1; 84:1.
8. udu ensi, 297:4.
9. udu gu, 229:2.
10. udu hi-a Su-gid, 2:1; 10:2.
11. udu hur-sag, 199:3.
12. udu kin-gi4-a, 18:1; 108:1.
13. udu kur-ra bar-g&l, 468:1.
14. udu lu-SU u, 198:29.
15. udu lu-u18-um niga sig5, 71:25; 
210:20.
16. udu m&>-hi-a, 34:1; 46:1; 75:28; 
104:1; 105:1; 116:1; 132:1; 136:1;
140:1; 178:1; 225:1.
17. udu nd, 73:2.
18. udu niga, 6:1; 66:1; l\\passim\ 
%%:passim\ 92:1; 100:1.
19. udu niga gu4-e-us-sa, 26:1; Ihpas- 
sim\ 95:4; 203:1; 294:10; 465pas­
sim’, 480:1; 489:2; 508:4.
20. udu niga sig5, 91:7; 101:3; 201:1; 
307:1.
21. udu niga sig5 u£, 89:1; 91:1, 3; 
95:1; 197:1; 208:1; 328:1.
22. udu niga 3-kam uS, 88:6; 95:2; 
328:2; 410:1, 10; 465:37.
23. udu niga 3-kam, 89:3.
24. udu niga 4-kam uS, 71:26; 95:6; 
99:1; 101:4; 103:3; 294:18; 328:5; 
380:1; 410\passim\ 416:9; 473:5.
25. udu mta, 347:1; 383:3.
26. udu mta bar-g£l, 460:2.
27. udu sila4, 22:1.
28. udu s£-dun Sabra, 476:6.
29. udu sila4 kin-gi4-a, 18:1; 413:29.
30. udu Su-gfd, 55:1; 56:1; 60:1; 87:1; 
96:3.
31. udu u, 6:6; 9:1; 12:1; 14:1; 33:1; 
57:1; 68:1; ll\passim\ 77:1; 79:2; 
9&:passim; 181:1; 194:6; 207:1; 
210:1; 213:1; 278:1; 324:1; 428:1; 
437:1; 445:1; 468:2.
32. udu ur4, 70:1.
33. udu u 3u-gid, 58:1; 69:1; 77:1, 5.
34. udu, 4:1; 7:1; 9:1; 13passim; 16:1; 
17:1; 20:1; 24:1; 25\passim\ 29:1; 
38:1; 39:passim; 41:passim; 43:1; 
44:1; 45:1; 47:1; 48:1; 50:1; 51:1; 
52:1, 2; 64:1; 72:1; 87:2; 93:1; 
108:2; 110:1; 112:2; 131:1, e tc . . . .
u-gu . . .  de, u-gu ba-an-de, 488:6. 
ugula, 188:2; 198:15, 22, 28;. 238:3 
239:4; 256:5; 311:4; 337:3; 354:6 
356:4; 366:3; seal 394; 419:4 
428:8; 434:5; 448:3; 458:5; 464:4 
477:3; 484'.passim. 
uku-u$,
1. uku-uS dAmar-dEN.zu, seal 400.
2. uku-u§ lugal, 400:4; seal 428, seal 
502.
3. uku-us lu Su-ur-buki, 198:27.
4. uku-us, 84:8; 88:7; 96:3; 98:5; 
193:5; seal 344; seal 354?; seal 
381; seal 428; 441:5; 478:8.
UN-fl, 356:4. 
ur,
1. sipa ur-gi7, 41:11.
2. sipa ur-gi7-ra, 75:27.
3. s£-dun ur-ra, 435:3.
ur,
1. lu ur-ra, 326:2.
2. s*iir-ra, 464:1.
3. e ur-ra, 331:5. 
ur4, 70:1.
ur5, 357:1; see s>e-ur5. 
uru16 = EN, gi-gur EN, 474:2.
us,
1. a-sa us-sa dumu-lugal, 464:2.
2. lu-us-sa, 223:4.
uS, ba-u§, 12:6; 75:26; 82:2; 84:6; 87:2; 
93:6; 96:2; 97:2; 98:5; 133:2; 204:4; 
207:2; 215:2; 306:1; 324:10; 457:4; 
468:3; 478:7; 506:5. 
us-bar, tug us-bar, 264:1. 
s^-Sub, 455:1. 
uz,
1. uz babbar, 459:3.
2. uz lu-SU, 172:2.
3. uz u, 6:9; 9:2; 33:3; 487:3.
4. uz, 48:6; 110:2; 112:1; 129:1. 
uzu-a-bal, 99:3; 480:12; 489:4. 
zabar, 335:2; 412:1. 
zabar-dab5, 99:12.
zag-gu-la, 413:25.
zag-mu, 286:1, 11; [421:8], 
zal,
1. ba-zal, 83:5; 88:9; 89:7; 91:6; 
95:22; 103:13; 280:7; 295:6; 328:9; 
380:8; 417:6; 452:7; 459:7; 467:8; 
480:40; 499:4.
2. zal-la-a, 307:7; 368:7; 403:9; 499:4. 
zi,
1. ba-zi, 7:4; 27:3; 29:5; 31:5; 34:5; 
39:5; 41:12; 42:5; 46:4; 47:3; 61:4; 
71:54; 75:30; 82:5; 83:7; 84:10; 
86:4; 87:11; 88:10; 89:9; 90:5; 
91:11; 92:7; e tc . . . .
2. zi-ga bala-a, 290:2.
3. zi-ga lugal, 194:5; 483:34; 484:46; 
508:15.
4. zi-ga, 379:2; 421:8; 422.
5. bala-a zi-ga, 1:3; 109:6.
6. 3e zi-ga, 434:4.
7. sa bala ba-an-zi, 105:6. 
zi, gi zi, 250:2.
zi, kiSib zi-zi-dam, 304:8.
[zi]-re-dam, 488:11. 
zi,
1. zi ba-ba, 426:1.
2. zi-gu, 217:1.
3. zi sig15, 217:2.
4. zi sig15 sag, 222:1.
5. zi, 432:1. 
zfz,
1. ziz-AN, (imgaga), 305:1.
2. zfz, 427:1.
zu, sa nu-zu, 383:3; 384:9. 
zu giJgan-ur-ra, 435:2. 







SEAL IMPRESSIONS ON THE UR III TABLETS 
IN THE COLLECTIONS OF
THE SIEGFRIED H. HORN ARCHAEOLOGICAL MUSEUM 
AT ANDREWS UNIVERSITY
Cylinder seals of the Ur III period are distinguished not only by their 
monographic content, but also—perhaps more significantly—by the way in which 
they were used.
Generally speaking, the seal impressions are composed of two parts: a design 
and an inscription. The former usually portrays a presentation scene in which an 
enthroned deity or king is shown holding a cup in his raised hand extended in the 
direction of a worshiper who approaches either bearing a kid as an offering or gift, 
or, following the lead of an intercessory goddess. There are only few exceptions, 
and variations within this theme occur almost exclusively with regard to the ancil­
lary motives (such as small emblems, animals, and fabulous beasts) inserted be­
tween the figures and beneath the legend. The inscription is arranged in vertical 
panels behind the seated deity/king and reveals the identity of the seal owner, his 
employer, and his tutelary god.
Seals served as a form of identification and their impressions on tablets 
guarded against illicit alterations of the text or jorgenies of any kind. The cylindri­
cal shape was well suited to this purpose as the seal could be rolled out and the im­
pression, thereby, distributed over a greater surface of the tablet. All the tablets of 
the Ur III period at Andrews University were certified in this manner after the 
cuneiform characters were inscribed with a stylus.
Scribes of the Ur III tablets from Andrews University applied their cylinder 
seals to mark administrative documents in ways which indicate that the legend was 
crucial to the composition. In almost every case, the seal was not rotated complete­
ly. It was rolled selectively in such a way that only the legend was impressed. Mul­
tiple rollings of the legend created a patterned effect which covered the entire ob­
verse, the edges, and most—if not all —of the reverse. Occasionally, when the seal 
was rotated completely on the reverse, the seal owner’s name was emphasized by 
the deliberate placement of the legend in the center of the impression.
The practice of certifying documents by means of the names inscribed on 
seals both distorted the proportions and details and disrupted the coherence of the 
pictorial designs. While figures were accidentally preserved at the edges of rollings, 
their true proportions and precise details are often distorted by vagaries of the sur­
face tension of the clay as it was hardening, by variations in the pressure applied to 
the cylinder seal when rolled or, most commonly, by the incisions of the stylus as
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the tablet was inscribed. Even in those cases when the seal’s design in unmarred by 
stylus incisions, the central position of the seal’s legend normally segregates the 
component parts of the presentation scene so that the enthroned deity/king appears 
on one side and the worshiper, on the other side of the inscription. The designs of 
the Ur III seals must be recomposed from numerous fragmentary vestiges. Careful 
measurements are required to confirm the relative proportions and completeness of 
the entire tableau. The drawings are, therefore, composites even when only a 
single tablet has been our source. Several of the composite drawings (e.g., seals of 
Urukunna, Dugga, and Urmes) are based upon scores of sealed tablets and are vir­
tually certain in every detail—including flaws in the stone surfaces of the original 
cylinder (e.g., the feather-shaped chip above the figure on the left in the seal of 
Dugga; see photo, Plate CXV). Where less evidence has survived, we hope that fu­
ture study of impressions of the same seal on tablets in other collections can sup­
plement or correct our reconstructions.
It should be stated that, after much deliberation, we have decided not to 
record figures only partially reserved. To publish vague outlines could promulgate 
misleading data in a field now requiring precision in detail. Our drawings are kept 
to a minimum in order to present only clearly verifiable monographic features.
The recording of the Andrews Ur III seal impressions has been a genuine 
group effort. Ms. Constance Menard and Ms. Diana Stein are responsible for the 
drawings. Their work together at Andrews in the summer 1978 and Ms. Stein’s 
final corrections in the winter of 1980 were facilitated by the use of magnificent 
macro photographs of each seal impression executed by Dr. Eugenia Nitowski, then 
Assistant Curator of the Andrews University Archaeological Museum, who assisted 
our research in every way possible.
To Professor Lawrence Geraty, who helped us to undertake this project and 
who provided us with hospitality, we express our heartfelt gratitude, as we do to Dr. 
Marcel Sigrist, for the privilege of collaborating in the present publication.




















































































































































































































dumu [ ] 
arad-[zu]




































































































































A  -ha-am-wa-qar 
dub-sar 






























dumu Lugal (!)-ka 
Nu-ur-AAdad 
sagi? [ ]


















lukur ki-ag lugal 
In-zu-zu
322 £-a-ni-sa 


























































































Arad [ ] ku [ ]



















349 dAmar-dEN.ZU [ ]
nita kalag-ga [ ]
lugal Uri^-ma [ ]























359 d̂ W-dEN.ZU [ ]
lugal kalag-ga dub-sar
lugal Uriki-ma dumu [
lugal an-ub-da limmu-ba arad-zu
360 A DINGIR-a-bi-es-a-ru-um
(Menard) dumu A-wi-[ ] 
arad dA-[a ]


































368 Lugal-[ ] 
dub-sar



























































































































402 = 457 Lu-[dSdra] 
dub-sar
dumu Gu-za-ni kuruSda





























































[lugal kalag-ga] dumu E-a-ma-ba
[lugal Urikl-ma] sagi arad-zu
[lugal an-ub-da Hmmu-ba]
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418 [ ] 
dub-sar 
dumu PU [ ]











































432 Ur-en -e dub-sar

















































































dumu AN.KU [ ]
















dumu si.A.A-[ ] 
[ ] a n [ ]
463 [ 1


























































478 = 351 Nu-urM dad
dumu $u-6Adad 
ku§7 lugal































dumu [ ] 
arad-zu
485 Ur-mes












dumu Ha-ba-an-[ ] 
dub-sar-lugal-ka
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499 A d[ ]-dEN.ZU [ ]
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